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本論文の概要
近年,各種情報機器の高性能化 。小型化に伴い,それらを支える基幹部品である光学素子に対
して,高精度化 。高機能化が要求されている。このような光学素子は,金型で成形して量産され
るため,特にその金型には高精度化 。複雑化の要求が高まっている。硬度の高い金型材料の加工
において,工具を被削材に押しあてて,不要な部分を除去するため,工具の形状がそのまま転写
される.高精度な形状を得るために,工具摩耗を抑制することが一番の課題になる.この課題に
対して,工具材料,工具形状,表面処理,加工条件などといった様々な面から盛んに研究が行わ
れている.しかし,高硬度材料の加工において,高精度な加工を長時間に継続するために,工具
寿命が足りていないということが大きな問題となっている。
そこで本研究では,工具寿命を長くするために,『加工方法』という点に着目し,これまでにな
いポイントから工具摩耗を抑制することを目的とし,工具摩耗を抑制できる加工法の提案を行つ
た。さらに,提案した加工法のメカニズムを解明し,その応用として曲線溝と自由曲面の加工に
適用していた。
第 1章では,高硬度材料の加工技術,特に工具摩耗に関する研究の概要をまとめ,本研究に着
手するに至った背景を述べる.
第 2章では,硬脆材料を加工する際に,発生する脆性破壊の原因と負のすくい角を持つ工具を
使用する効果について述べる。均一な負のすくい角と円弧形状の断面を持つ特殊チャンファ付き
工具を使用し,工具摩耗の抑制を期待できる『刃先移動加工法』を提案した.セッティングの誤
差を補正することにより,高精度な加工を実現できた.さらに,SiCでの検証実験において,従
来の加工法より工具寿命を倍以上に伸ばすとともに,工具摩耗を抑制することにより,良好な表
面性状が得られていた。
第 3章では,刃先移動加工法のメカニズムを解明している。加工した表面の観察から,刃先移
動加工法は実質的な切削方向を変化させられるとともに,速度比と切削力の関係についての実験
から,速度比を増加させると,切削力を低減できることが分かった.また,速度比を増加させる
と,工具摩耗を低減でき, さらに増加させると,工具摩耗が逆に激しくなることから,最適な速
度比が存在していることを明らかにした.
また,複雑な形状を加工するために,第4章で刃先移動加工法を曲線状な溝力日工と曲面加工に
適用した結果を述べる。任意の曲率を持つ溝加工において,良好な加工結果を得られることが分
かった。従来の自由曲面加工法には,ボー ルエンドミリングが多用されてきたが,高硬度材料の
加工においては,工具摩耗が激しくなることから,刃先移動加工法を適用すると工具摩耗を抑制
しながら高精度な自由曲面の創成が可能になることを示した。
以上のように,本論文では新しい切削法,刃先移動加工法を提案し,それを自由曲面 。自由曲
線の加工に適用したところ,工具摩耗を抑制しながら複雑な形状を加工できることを実証した。
このような新しい加工技術によつて,金型加工の高精度化かつ複雑化に大きく貢献できる。
Abstract
Recently, in accordance with the technical development and miniaturization of information
equipments, the demand of optical elements with high precision and miniaturization has been
increasing. The optical elements including lenses are manufactured by the mold, so it is requested to
fabricate the mold with high precision, miniaturization and complex shape. In the machining of the
mold, the tool is pushed into the material, and the unnecessary part is removed by moving the tool, so
the shape of tool is transferred into the surface. To obtain the surface with high shape accuracy and
roughness, there is a proposition that of how to suppress the tool wear in the machining. There are a
large number of investigations to solve this proposition, from the view-point like tool materials, the
shape of tool, surface treatment, machining conditions and so on. However, in the machining of hard
material, to keep the high precision machining as long as possible, the serious issue is the shortage of
tool life.
This study focuses on the FMachining methodJ to suppress the tool wear and to increase the tool life
in the machining of hard material. This study aims to create a new machining method which has the
ability to suppress the tool wear, and to realize high precision machining at the same time. Then, by
investigating the mechanism of the proposed machining method and applying it to the machining of
complex shape, it is confirmed that a new machining method which has the ability to suppress tool
wear and to realize ultraprecision machining is constructed.
In Chapter l, the machining technology of the hard material, especially the investigations of the tool
wear are summarized, and the background of this research work is introduced.
In Chapter 2, the mechanism of the brittle fracture in the machining of hard material and the effect of
the tool with negative rake angle is introduced. Then, a method which is called Fcutting point swivel
machiningJ , by using the tool with special chamfer, which has the same negative rake angle along the
rake face and the circle cross section of tool shape, is proposed. By compensating the setting error, it is
confirmed that ultraprecision machining can be realized by using this cutting point swivel machining.
The effect of the tool wear suppression is verified by the cutting experiment of SiC. It is found that
good surface can be obtained by suppressing the tool wear at the same time.
In Chapter 3, it aims at investigating the mechanism of the cutting point swivel machining. It is found
that the cutting point swivel machining has the ability to change the actual cutting direction in the
machining. At this time, the moving distance of the cutting edge becomes longer than the conventional
machining to remove the same volume of workpiece. Thus, the actual cutting width can be reduced
and the cutting force can be reduced at the same time. In addition, by using the broad part of the
cutting edge, the tool wear can be reduced substantially. Then, the relationship between cutting force
and the speed ratio is investigated. It is found that the cutting force can be reduced by increasing the
speed ratio. After that, it is found that the tool wear can be suppressed by increasing the speed ratio.
However, when the speed ratio is increased furthermore, the tool wear becomes severe. As a result, it
is shown that there is an appropriate speed ratio which has the ability to suppress the tool wear to the
least.
In Chapter 4, to machine the complex shape, the cutting point swivel machining is applied to the
creation of curved microgrooves. It is confirmed that microgroove with arbitrary curvature can be
machined with good accuracy by using cutting point swivel machining. Then, to compare with ball
end milling, which is mostly used in the machining of curved surface, it is found that although the
effrciency of cutting point swivel machining is worse, the tool wear is less than that of ball end milling,
and high precision machining can be obtained for a longer time. At last, the cutting point swivel
machining is applied to the machining of curved surface. It is confirmed that both good shape
accuracy and surface roughness can be obtained by using cutting point swivel machining.
In Chapter 5, this study is summarized.
As above, a new machining method which is called cutting point swivel machining is proposed in
this study. The cutting point swivel machining is applied to curved microgrooving and the machining
of curved surface. As a result, it is confirmed that the machining of complex shape with tool wear
suppression can be realized. The use of this new machining technology can contribute significantly to
the machining technology with high precision and complex shape, which is requested in the machining
of mold.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
l.lBack ground of this study
The cutting operation is a machining method which removes the unnecessary parts of material to get
target shape by pushing the cutting tool into workpiece and moving the cutting tool. The feature of
cutting operation can be shown as follows:
l) High machining efficiency
2) Comparatively low cost in variety and small amount of manufacturing
3) High machining accuracy
4) Ability of various target shape
5) Ability of various materials
6) Low energy to remove unit volume of material
As shown as above, there are a lot of advantages of the cutting operation, so it is one of the most
basic and important machining method trl, and it is used in large numbers of manufacturing of all kinds
of products.
By the advancement of optical region, it is requested to machine the hard material with high
dimension accuracy, high shape accuracy, good roughness, miniaturization and high efficiency. To
realize these exacting requirements, the cutting operation assumes a great role, and the requirement to
cutting operation becomes harder and harder.
The machine tools, machining methods, cutting tools and cutting fluid are investigated to satisfu
these hard requirements. As an important element of cutting operation, the cutting tool is pushed into
the workpiece, so it has a direct influence on the accuracy of machined shape and surface. Especially
in the cutting of hard material, there is the occurrence of severe tool wear on the cutting edge because
of the hardness of workpiece, and tool wear makes a huge impact to the machining quality. It is
necessary to suppress tool wear in the machining. There are several methods to suppress tool wear just
as improvement of tool material, surface treatment and coating of cutting tool, and development of
machining method and so on. [n this study, to machine the complex shape with high precision,
miniaturization and high efficiency, a new machining method is proposed. The effect of this machining
method is verified and it is applied to the machining of complex shape. Then, the requirement of
cutting hard material with complex shape is explained to introduce the background of this research.
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1.2 Manufacture of optical elements
In recent years, the optical elements come into wider use in our life. For example, they are used in
camera, mobile phone, CD/DVD driver, and so on. The optical elements are used from long tirne ago
t'1. The mirror used around 16tr'century B. C. was uneafthed in Egypt, and the lens used around 7tr'
century B. C. was found in lraq. Then, the glasses is diffused from l4rr'century. and the scope and
microscope are made from l6tl'century. As this, the mirror and lens are used from long tirne ago, and
they are used widely in our life.
Shape of optical elements
The spherical lens is used for long time. However, as shown in Fig. l-l(a), it is found that the
spherical lens does not have the ability to focus the incident light to one point, because of the
difference of location where the tight transmit and the wavelength of Iight t31. This phenomenon is
called aberration. Although the aberration can be compensated by using several lenses, the equipment
becomes larger and heavier, and the transmittance of light becomes worse at the same time. As the
method to compensate aberration, the aspheric lens is proposed. As shown in Fig. l-l(b), to focus the
incident light, the curvature radius is different according to location on lens. By using the aspheric
lenses, compensation of aberration can be realized by few lenses, and optical equipment can be
produced with m in i atu rization and I i ghtwe i gh1 t+I.
However, because the wavelength of each colored light is different, by using this kind of refracting
lens, different colored lights focus to different points, and it causes the chromatic aberration. To solve
this problem, the diffractive optical element (DOE) is proposed. The proposal of DOE can trace back
to 1870s ttl, the Fresnel zone plate (FZP). At 1898, Wood confirmed that the efficiency can be
improved by using DOE with surface relief t6l. Then, it is proposed to compensate the color aberration
by combining refractive lens and diffractive lens in the 1960'stt]. After that, it is repofted that DOE
are used to vary design of lenses trl' tel. por exampte, by using pickup lens with microgrooves which
are arranged in a concentric pattern on aspheric surface, CD and DVD with different thickness can be
(a) Spherical lens (b) Aspheric lens
Fig.l-l Effcct of asphcric lcns
?
?
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regenerated by one lens,by changing the focal point distance of di3予acted light[10〕.There are a large
number of investigations about the structure of surface and optical propeゥllll'口2]. In addition,the
nlicro lens is requested to be used by the ininiaturization ofoptical equipments.
Material of optical elements
C)lass is used as the material of optical elements frorn long tiine ago.Plastic is researched to be used
as the material of optical elements as a substitute for glass fronl 19 century[131.At about 1920,the
clear and colorless urea resin is developed.HoWeveちby the demerit ofnon‐durable and crack,it is not
considered as the optical material.Then,methyl methacrylate(MMA)is deVe10ped at about 1930,
with good durable and mechanical intensity.HoweverD 14ⅣIA belong  o thelllloplastic resin,so there
are problems that it is easy to be hurt and thc heat resistance is not enough to an products.After that,a
lot of investigations which use plastic as the material of optical elcmcnts is lnade during World War 2.
As a result,thellllo hardening resin CR‐39( iethylene glycol bisaHyl carbonate)iS developed with
good heat resistancc and hardness.
To compare whh the Jass,the plastic hns has the meHt of ① Юw densi協② impact‐rcJstance,③
low molded temperature,④low cost,and so on.At the same time,the plastic has the demerit as
follows:1lq,[1鋼
Transparence:There are many kinds of plastic with the propeJけof Clear and olo■less. So there is
scarcely any problem on the transparencc.Howevet by the advancement of optical equipments,it is
requested to consider the transparence of invisible ray such as infrared ray and ultraviolet ray.
Homogenei句ア: By managing the production process,the pore and impurity can be discharged from
feedstock.Howeveちbecause the folllling process ofplastic lens is ittectiOn m01d,it is easy to occur
the heterogeneity by the difFerent lots,or products with the same lot.Then,there is a problem that the
generation ofstrain by the character ofwater absorbability and surface o対d ion.
Variation of teIElperature:The coef「lcient ofthe111lal expansion of plastic is 10 tirnes to that of glass,
so the variation of refraction which is caused by the change of temperature is 40…60 tilnes to that of
glass.Then,the molding shrinkage occurs in the molding processing to cause the deterioration of the
shape accuracy.
Hardness:The hardness ofplastic is not enough and the coettcient ofelasticity is so sman that plastic
is easy to bc hurt and to be defolllled a■er inolding to cause the deterioration of surface accuracy.
-3
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Table 1-1 Properg of optical plastic and glass
Glass PMMA PS CR‐39 PC
Refraction index N6 1.50～1.521.48～1.50156～1.58 1.50 1.58
Dispenion y6 57.0 30.9 57.8 31.0
Elastic modulus(104 kg/cmう50へ90 2.5～3.5 2.8～4.2 2.1 2.2～2.5
Tcnsile strength(102 kg/cm2)4.0～10.05.6～7.0 3.5～6.3 3.5^425.9-6.6
Difference of N6 by temperature (xl0-s/f; ‐12 ‐14 ‐15 ‐16
Therm al conductiviry* ( I 0a cal/s Kcrn ) 23 4～6 2.4～33 4.6
Coeffrcient of thermal expansion (10-5 /K) 0.9～1 9 6～8 8～15 7
Soften point fC) 450～50065～100 70～100 140 138～142
Coeffrcient of lvater absorption (%\ (24h) 0.3-0.40.03～0.05 0.2 0.8
Oriented strain None SmallMeditull Mediulll
Density (g/cm3) 2.5 1.18～1.191.04～1.07 t.32 1.2
Secular change: Plastic, especially thermoplastic resin, is easy to be deformed by the rise of
temperature. Then, there is always the strain in the material by the machining. The release of strain
causes the deformation of plastic. In addition, there is a problem that devitrification occurs by the
oxidation of light and heat, when optical elements are irradiated by the sun light.
As above, there are still several problems to use plastic instead of glass. The properties of glass,
PMMA, PS, CR-39 and PC are shown in Thble l-1. As shown in this table, it is known that glass has
the excellent temperature properties, humidity properties and optical properties. So glass is used as the
material of optical elements when the request of optical elements is high.
Manufacture of glass lens
Traditionally, glass lenses are manufactured by cold working (grinding and polishing process) after
material forming by melt glas5 tr6l-lrrl. It costs a lot of time and the complex shape like aspheric surface
is difficult to be fabricated. To solve this problem, the molding technology is investigated from 1970,
and it is in practical used from 1982, by Eastman Kodak Company to manufacture glass lens of disk
camera [20]' [2r]. After 1985, molding technolory is used widely in the manufacture of glass lens.
In recent years, there are a lot of investigations for cutting and grinding glass lens directly. For
example, Kawada et al. reported that optical glass can be grinded in ductile mode when the depth of
grind is less than 0.1 pm t221. As the cutting of glass, Matsumura et al. found that good machining
result can be obtained by using the end mill with small radius !23l-t261, and Warisawa et al. observed the
transition between plastic deformation, ductile and brittle cutting for glass t271. Then, Obigawa et al.
simulated the transition between ductile and brittle cutting of glass t281 and cut glass with micro ball
end mill t2'1. Iizuka et al. used the fly cutting to the machining of glass, to discuss the relationship
-4-
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between surface and the material of tool I'"'1. As a result. good shape accuracy and surface can be
obtained by cufting and grinding glass lenses. However. the process costs a lot of tirne so it is not
available for mass production. The press forming by molds is used in the manufacture of glass lens.
The press molding is shown in Fig. l-2 trrl. Glass is set between upper mold and lower rnold, and it is
heated to be softened. The gas is used to avoid the oxidization of glass. By this way. glass lenses carr
be manufactured with the sarne shape as the rnold.
The mold of plastic is usually made by Ni-P which is coated on aluminum alloy. cooper and steel.
Then. the coated Ni-P is rnachined to the shape of lens by an ultraprecision machining center [3]1. [331.
However, when the mold with Ni-P coating is heated to 700 * t:rl, the crystal architecture transforms
from amorphous to crystalline. There is the volume constriction of nretallic skin to cause the
occurrence of crack tttl. Th. rnolded ternperature of glass is about 900 K, which is much higher than
the temperature that the crack occurs on Ni-P. So the hard material including cernented carbide and
ceramics are used as the material of rnolds. As the cornmon denominator of these materials. they have
the properties of high hardness, lrigh heat resistance and low coefficient of thermal expansion, which
are needed as the rnold material.
Fabrication of the mold
Traditiorrally, hard materials for rnolds need to be fabricated by several processes. For example, after
the rough machining by a machining center. the molds need hardening process, electrical discharge
machining and polishing process. Horvever, when micro molds are fabricated, it is difficult to produce
the electrode of electrical discharge machining, and there is the threat of the broken part of mold by
N2 gas
\
LIppcr rnold
Loucr mold Glass
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using electrical discharge machining. Then, it is dinEcult to keep the shape accuracy and create
complex shape by polishing process.Recent ycars,by the development of ultraprecision machining
centet the resolution of translation axis is flne down from 10 nm to l nm. Good surface can be
obtained by the machining. At the same tilne, good shape accuracy can be obtained because of the
correct transfer of tool path.So ultraprecision cutting is used as the flnish inachining of rnold to obtain
good shape accuracy and surface roughness.
There are a large number of investigations about the cutting of hard material,these investigations are
almost about ①Character of tool wearD ②Cuting forces,③Mat rid Of cu■ing tooL ④ Shape Of
cutting tool,()Cutting conditions,()Machining IIlethod.
Character oftool wear
The classiflcation oftool damage in the machining is shown in Fig. 1-3[361,137].The tool wcar can be
divided into mechanical wear and thellllal wear. The tool wear in the machining of hard material
alllllost belongs to the mechanical wear because ofthe hardness of the workpiece.In the machining of
cemented carbide,which is a representativc hard material,it is reported that chippings occur on the
cutting edgc,and tool life depends on the tool wear on flank facc 138].The tool wear is involv6d to the
grain size of WC grains.When the grain size of WC is large,the probability of abrasion beいⅣeen too
and grain becomes large,and tool wear becomes severe 1391.Then,the energy dispersion spectroscopy
(EDS)is uSed tO observe the flank face oftool.The tungsten constituent can be observed on the flank
facc 140]. It can be considered that there are 2 reasons of the tool wear9 one is the mechanical wear
whthcヽaused by the■ic●on bemeen tOol and workpLce,and the other one is adhedon wear by the
Tool damage
Early failure
Sudden failure
Tenninal failure
Mechanical rvear
Thermal rvear
1鮮F
Plastic deformation
Textural variation
Chemical reaction
Electrochemical reaction
Adhesion
Diffusion
Heat crack
Fig. 1-3 Reason of tool damage
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desorption of incrustation. Then, there are investigations about the machining of silicon carbide (SiC)
t4tl't42'i.It is known that chippings occur on the flank face with high feed rate because of the impact
between cutting tool and SiC grains, and scratch mark can be observed with low tool feed rate because
of the abrasive scratch of SiC grains.
Then, as the chemical wear of cutting tool, it is reported that there is the chemical aspects of tool
wear in the machining of electro less nickel by single point diamond [o3l.
Cutting force
Cutting forces are measured in the lathe turning of tungsten carbide. It is known that the thrust force
is about twice to three times as much as cutting force in the machining t401. So it is requested to use the
machine tools with high stiffness at the direction of thrust force. Then, the cutting forces become large
when the content of WC becomes high, because the hardness of workpiece is increased.
Material of cutting tool
At 1976, by the diffusion of polycrystalline sintered compact, it is reported that there is the
possibility of cutting cemented carbide by Tanaka etallaal'totl. In the cutting process, the hardness of
tool is expected to be more than 4 times of that of workpiece. The hardness of these hard materials are
more than 1500 HV, so the material of tool is limited. Single crystal diamond (SCD), sintered diamond
(PCD) and cubic boron nitride (cBN) are majorly used as the material of tool. The single crystal
diamond has the maximum hardness in the material of tool, and because of its directional property, the
cutting edge can be made sharp. However, because of this directional property, in the machining of
hard material, the chippings occur on the cutting edge and the tool life becomes very short. Then,
although the cutting edge of PCD is worse than that of SCD, the tool life can be extended substantially
by its directionless property toul. In the machining of cemented carbide, it is reported that tool wear can
be suppressed by using PCD tool with coarse grained diamond and low content of cobalt tot1. It is
considered as that the diamond grain is difficult to be dropped by using coarse grained diamond. There
are alarge number of researches to investigate the mechanism of tool wear by using PCD 1661 ta8l-t5rl.
In recent years, the binderless nano polycrystalline diamond tool is developed t52l' t531. This tool is
made at 16 GPa and 2300 .C, sintered by high purity graphite directly, and the radius of grain is less
than 50 nm [to]. The hardness of the tool is higher than that of SCD, and the problem of SCD that the
difference of hardness depends on the plane direction can be solved because of the use of
polycrystalline diamond. It is reported that the tool life of binderless nano polycrystalline diamond can
be extended to more than 3 times as that of coarse grained PCD tool [arl.
Then, it is reported that if the content of cobalt in the tungsten carbide is more than 20o/o, the tool
wear of cBN tool is less than that of PCD tool t551. So cBN tools are used at point of production with
the merit of low cost. The binderless cBN tool is developed and its availability for cutting cemented
-7
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carbide is verified. At the same time, there are several investigations by using the tool with chemical
vapor deposited (CVD) diamond ts6l' t571.
Shape of cutting tool
Suzuki et al. developed a new micro milling tool made of PCD, and it is reported by using this new
tool, the mold of Fresnel lens with shape accuracy under 0.1 pm, and roughness \ under 20 nm can
be obtained t58l-t6rl. Fukui et al. focused on the tool of diamond grains 162)'1641. By using the tool with
small radius, the complex shape can be machined on the cemented carbide. Kato et al. used the tool
with the shape of cone, which is made of sintered diamond, to the milling of cemented carbide. The
radius of tool is 0.035 - 0.04 mm, and the rotation speed of spindle is 20,000 to 70,000 rpm. As a result,
surface with flatness of 0.5 pm, roughness of 0.3 lrm can be obtainedt65l.
Cutting conditions
The cutting condition is a very important part in the machining. The effects of cutting fluid are
lubrication and cooling. Fujiwara et al. has investigated the effect of cutting fluid in the machining of
cemented carbide, and it is found that tool wear on flank face and defluxion of diamond grain can be
suppressed by the lubrication effect when the depth of cut is large [uul. Yui et al. investigated the
relationship among difflerent kinds of cutting fluid, atmosphere and tool wear. As a result, the eflect of
cutting oil is bigger than that of water solubility fluid, and Zinc Dialkydithiophosphate (ZnDTP) has
the most ability to suppress the abrasive wear and chipping. Then, wear of the tool which is used in the
atmosphere of air is less than that used in the atmosphere of N2 and Ar2 [67]-[70].
ln the machining of alumina and cordierite, by PCD tools, tool life with cutting fluid can be extended
to l0 times as that without cutting fluid. It is necessary to use cutting oil in the machining of hard
materialtTll.
Machining method
In the traditional investigations of machining hard material, lathe turning are almost used as the
machining method. By the advancement of the machine tools and development of new machining
method, there are lots of reports about the high precision machining of hard material. Shamoto et al.
applied the elliptical vibration cutting to the machining of cemented carbide, and found that ductile
mode machining can be realized with the frequency from 0.1 Hzto 20 kHtlt2l-It+|. Nath et al. use the
technology of ultrasonic elliptical vibration cutting (UEVC) to investigate the relationship among
roughness, tool wear, cutting force and nose radius of tool 175'l'1761. As a result, it is found that when the
nose radius is 0.6 mm, good result can be obtained. Then, when the speed ratio is reduced, in UEVC,
the cutting force and tool wear on flank face can be reduced, and the roughness can be improved.
There are several researches about ball end milling of cemented carbide by using SCD, PCD and nano
polycrystalline diamond tools t52l't531' t77l' [78].
-8-
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As introduced above, the fabrication of mold is very important in the manufacturing optical elements.
However, there is still a big problem that how to suppress tool wear. The tool life is expected as long
as possible to keep the ultraprecision machining for long time.
1.3 Ultraprecision micro machining of complex shape
On the other hand, to fabricate the optical elements with complex shape, it is requested to machine
the complex shape on the mold material with high precision and miniaturization. There are several
machining methods that used in the machining of complex shape. Then, as the machining of complex
shape, the grinding and cutting are introduced as follows. Here, the cutting is divided into vibration
cutting, ball end milling and sharp operation.
Grindine
Grinding process is shown in Fig. l-4 (a). The grinding wheel, which is made of the abrasive grains,
bonding material, is rotating to remove the workpiece. To compare with the cutting tool, the grinding
wheel is combined with a large number of abrasive grains, so there are a lot of cutting points in the
grinding process and the machining efficiency is better than cutting. In addition, the size of chips
becomes small so good roughness and shape accuracy can be obtained.
The grinding can be divided into cross grinding and parallel grinding. The cross grinding is that the
rotation direction of grinding wheel is perpendicular with the feed direction trel. Only one point is used
in the grinding so there is no influence on shape accuracy by tlre shape error of grinding wheel.
However, the wear of grinding wheel becomes severe, and the setting needs to be executed with high
accuracy. To compare with this, the parallel grinding is that the rotation direction of grinding wlreel
parallels to the feed direction ttol. The width of grinding wheel which is used in the machining
(a) Grinding O) Ball end milling (c) Sharp opcration
Mcchining method of cornples shapeFig. l-{
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becomes large so that the wear of grinding wheel can be reduced.In addition,the machined surface
shows good roughness.However9the shape error ofgrinding whecl exerts in■u nce of shape accuracンЪ
and it usually needs a compensation grinding. Then, the arc envelope grinding method 181],182]is
proposed in the grinding of curved surface.The grinding wheel with cross―section of circle is us d in
the grinding,and it is fed by three dinlensions to grind the aspheric surface.It is reported that shape
accuracy and roughness can be controlled under O.l μnl by using this lnethod
However9 grinding wheei need to be truing and dressing before grinding to make the wheel sharp.
There is a problem that the best shape accuracy of grinding wheel is over 2 μ■1, and it needs
compensation grinding a■e  the flrst grinding.In addition,when the radius of grinding wheel becomes
sman,the 3rains in the grinding wheel become less, and there is a problem of the deterioration of
grinded surface,which is caused by the reduction ofcutting teeth.
Ⅵbration cu"ing
Vibration cutting is the cutting that the tool is sutteCted to a forced vibration with the frequency of50
to 30k IIz,which is proposed in 1960s 183].The vibration cutting has the advantages as follows 184].
① Reduction ofthe cutting forces
② Reduction ofthe■iction coef「lcient on the rake face oftool
③ lmprovement ofroughness
④ Reducdon ofafFected layer
⑤ lncrease Oftoollife
Especiallゝthe eniptical vibration cutting is proposed at 1996 by Shamoto et al 185]―[87].It is named
because the vibration trace of tool is like ellipse.To compare the cutting speed,the vibration speed is
so large that the direction offriction force on the rake face is the same as the ttectiOn direction ofchip.
The chip can be aected easily by this friction force.At this time,the shear area becomes small and the
cutting force can be reduced. In addition,the thickness of chip can be reduced because the cutting
depth of each vibration is smallo As a result,the roughness of inachined surface can be improved and
the cutting energy to remove the same volume ofworkpiece can be reduced.
In the machining of hard and brittle material,cniptical vibration cuting has the ability to reduce the
thickness ofchip,so ductile cutting mode can be realized even the depth ofcut is increased.Then,it is
reported that eniptical vibration cutting is applied to the curved surface machining,and has the ability
to realizc high ettciency and high precision machining.
Howevet there is a problem that in the machining of tungsten carbide,tool wear of elliptical
vibration is more than that of conventional inachining because the contact distance be●Ⅳeen the flank
face and workpiece becomes too long[731.In addition,to realize eniptical inachining,it is necessary to
use the special equipment[90]which estilnates cost increase.
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Ball end millins
Ball end milling is shown in Fig. l-4 (b). The tool is rotating while being fed, so it is easy to machine
arbitrary shape of surface by controlling the tool posture and tool path. The ball end milling is mostly
used in the cutting of curved surface. Especially in recent years, ball end mill with radius under 50 pm
and shape accuracy under 500 nm has been developed terl and micro machining can be realized by
using a ball end mill with small radius. In the ball end milling, the tool is usually rotated to more than
10,000 rpm by using a high speed spindle so that the feed rate oftool can be set higher to increase the
machining effrciency. The theoretical roughness of ball end milling can be shown in Eq. (l-l). Here,/
is pick feed and R is the radius oftool. The roughness can be controlled by the feed rate and pick feed.
Rソ～′2/(8R) (1-1)
However, there are several problems of the ball end milling. For example, the stiffness of tool is
decreased when the radius of tool becomes small, and there is the occurrence of vibration when the
tool is rotating with high speed. In the ultraprecision micro machining, the vibration will cause the
deterioration ofthe roughness and the shape accuracy.
Sharp oneration
Sharp operation is shown in Fig. l-a (c). The non-rotational tool is used in sharp operation. By
controlling tool posture and tool path, complex shape can be machined by sharp operation. Feed rate
cannot be set high because of the use of non-rotational tool. Therefore, it is pointed out that there is a
problem of the efficiency of machining. However, because the non-rotational tool is used in the
machining, there is no problem on the vibration of tool, tool shape can be transferred into the surface
correctly, and good shape accuracy and roughness, which cannot be obtained by ball end milling le2l'
[e3], car be obtained in the sharp operation. By the high needs of the molds of optical elements, it
requests the finish machining with high precision, and the volume of workpiece which needs to be
removed is not so much. Therefore, sharp operation with low efficiency and high precision attracts
attentions as the method of finish machining.
1.4 Purpose of this study
It is known that the mold is so important in the manufacturing of glass lens that optical elements with
high precision cannot be fabricated without the ultraprecision mold. In the machining of mold, the tool
is pushed into the material to remove the unnecessary part of workpiece, and the tool shape is
transferred into the created surface. As a result, the tool life acts an important part on the accuracy of
optical elements.
In the machining of hard materials, there is a large problem that how to keep the tool life as long as
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possible. The character of tool wear in the machining of hard material has been investigated. As the
method to suppress tool wear, large numbers of investigations are focused on FMaterial of toolJ ,
Fcutting conditionsJ and FShape and surface treatment of toofl . As a result, new materials
including nano polycrystalline diamond and various kinds of tool have been developed. By using these
tools, the tool life can be lengthened substantially. However, to realize the ultraprecision machining as
long as possible, the serious issue is the shortage of tool life.
This study focuses on the FMachining methodJ to suppress tool wear and to increase tool life in the
machining of hard material. As introduced in Section 1.2, there are several investigations about the
machining method in the machining of hard material. However, some of them just discuss the
possibility of machining hard materials without the increase of tool life. By using the elliptical
vibration cutting, it is reported that ductile mode machining can be realized easily. However, the tool
wear becomes more severe, and there is a problem that the cost of the elliptical vibration cutting
machine. Under this back ground, this study aims to create a new machining method which has the
ability to suppress tool wear, and to realizeultraprecision micro machining at the same time. By using
S-axes machining center, a machining method called "cutting point swivel machining", which use an
R-shape non-rotational tool, is proposed, and its effect is verified by the cutting experiment. Then, by
investigating the mechanism of cutting point swivel machining and applying it to the machining of
complex shape, it is confirmed that a new machining method which has the ability to suppress tool
wear and to realize ultraprecision machining is created.
I . 5 Organization of the dissertation
This dissertation includes 5 chapters, as shown in Fig. l-5. In Chapter l, the needs which are the
machining of complex shape on the hard material and the problems in the machining hard material are
introduced. Then, the objective of this study, which is the creation of a machining method which has
the ability to suppress tool wear and to realize ultraprecision machining, is described.
In Chapter 2, the mechanism of the brittle fracture in the machining of hard material and the effect of
the tool with negative rake angle is summarized. Then, a method which is called fcutting point swivel
machiningJ , by using the tool with special chamfer, which has the same negative rake angle along the
rake face and the circle cross section, is proposed. By compensating the setting error, it is confirmed
that ultraprecision machining can be realized by using cutting point swivel machining. And its effect
of the tool wear suppression is verified by the cutting experiment of SiC. It is found that good surface
can be obtained by suppressing the tool wear.
-t2
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Next, in Chapter 3, it aims at investigating the mechanism of the cutting point swivel machining. It
is found that the cutting point swivel machining has the ability to change the actual cutting direction in
the machining. At this time, the moving distance of the cutting edge becomes longer than the
conventional machining to remove the same volume of workpiece. So the actual cutting width can be
reduced and the cutting forces can be reduced at the same time. In addition, by using the broad part of
cutting edge, the tool wear can be reduced substantially. Then, the relationship between cutting force
and the speed ratio is estimated and verified by the experiment. It is found that the cutting force can be
reduced by increasing the speed ratio. After that, it is found that the tool wear can be suppressed by
increasing the speed ratio. However, when the speed ratio is increased furthermore, the tool wear
becomes more severe. As a result, it is shown that there is an appropriate speed ratio which can
suppress the tool wear to the least.
Fig. l-5 Flos'chart of this studl'
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To machine the complex shape, the cutting point swivel machining is applied to the curved
microgrooving in Chapter 4. And it is confirmed that microgroove with arbitrary curvature can be
machined with good accuracy by using cutting point swivel machining. Then, to compare with ball
end milling, which is mostly used in the machining of curved surface, it is found that although the
efficiency of cutting point swivel machining is worse, the tool wear can be suppressed substantially,
and high precision machining can be obtained for a longer time. At last, the cutting point swivel
machining is applied to the machining of curved surface. It is confirmed that both good shape
accuracy and roughness can be obtained by using cutting point swivel machining.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes this research and descripts the future prospects.
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Chapter 2
PROPOSAL OF CUTT:NG POINT SWiVEL MACHINING
2.1 Introduction
There are mainly two problems in the machining of hard material, one is the occurrence of severe
tool wear, which is introduced in Chapter l, and the other one is the occurrence of brittle fracture
which causes the deterioration of surface roughness and shape accuracy. As shown in Fig. 2-1, when
hard material is machined, the generation of chip is crack typ" I'1, so brittle fracture occurs and good
surface is difficult to be obtained. It is known that brittle fracture can be suppressed by reducing the
depth of cut [e4]-[e8]. The maximum depth of cut without brittle fracture is called the critical depth of cut.
The critical depth of cut depends on the rake angle, and the rake angle with the maximum critical
depth of cut is called the best rake angle. To machine with high efficiency, it is expected to use the tool
with the best rake angle in the machining.
There are several investigations about the critical depth of cut and rake angle. For example, the
relationship between the critical depth of cut and rake angle in the machining of silicon and
germanium is investigated by using the single crystal diamond 1oo1 terl-trO2l, and there is the cutting
experiment of silicon and germanium by inclination plunger cutting. At the same time, there are
several investigations about the machining of glass. For example, there is the cutting experiment of
BK7 and low-expansion glass [1031, rese&rch about the effect of rake angle to the critical depth of cut in
the machining of F2 glass tr04l, and the critical depth of cut for glass by arc cutting machine tooltr051. In
these investigations, it is found that the tool with negative rake angle has the ability to increase the
critical depth of cut and to suppress brittle fracture in the machining of hard brittle fracture.
Wortpiece
Fig. 2-f Crack type chip
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In this chapter, the mechanism of brittle fracture in the machining of hard material and the effect of
using the tool with negative rake angle is introduced in Section 2.2. Then, in Section 2.3, a cutting
method which is expected to have the ability of tool wear suppression is proposed, called "Cutting
Point Swivel Machining". However, there is a large setting error by using the cutting point swivel
machining, so a method to compensate this setting error is developed in Section 2.4.ln Section 2.5,the
effect of cutting point swivel machining is verified by the cutting experiment of SiC.
2.2Effect of tool with negative rake angle and cutting tool
2.2.1Effect of tool with nesative rake ansle in the machinins of hard material
Figure 2-2 shows the model of brittle mode cutting. When the depth of cut is large, the crack is
proceeded to break by the tensile stress which locations on the anteroinferior portion of cutting edge
1106' 1071. By this reason, the proceeding route of crack depends on the stress state, and when it is nearby
the surface, the inclination d becomes gentle, and the inclination d becomes steep when it is far from
the free surface. So when the depth of cut ft is small, the crack is easy to inflect to the surface, and the
material can be removed by the crush and shear failure on the rake face of tool. The inclination of
crack 0 and crater depth dcan becomes small by reducing the depth of cut h, and the generation of
chips can be transitioned from the crack type to the shearing type. On the other hand, when the
inclination degree d is too large, the growing of crack stops, and there is the occurrence of residual
crack t'otl.
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Fig.2-2 Machining by fracture mode
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The transmission of crack is also acted upon by the dormant failure of material by the preprocessing.
When the depth of cut becomes large, the number of dormant failure in the stress field becomes large,
and the fracture behavior becomes instability at the same time. Then, when there are a large number of
dormant failures, the unstable transmission of crack which from these failures becomes more, the chip
is easy to be crushed and the length of chip becomes short. By reducing the depth of cut, the dormant
failure in the stress field can be lessened, and the irregular transmission of crack can be reduced.
Then, the ductile mode cutting can be obtained by the change of stress state in the cutting area when
the depth of cut is reduced, as shown in Fig. 2-3. And that is, when the depth of cut is large, the tensile
stress locations on the anteroinferior part of cutting edge holds a commanding position, and it is easy
to cause the crack anteroinferior the cutting edge. By reducing the depth of cut, the shear stress
anterosuperior the cutting edge becomes a commanding position, and there is the occurrence of shear
slip. In the simulation analysis of the generation of chips in the cutting of glass t281, it is found that
there is a transition of crack which occurs under cutting edge from tensile mode to shear mode, by
reducing the depth of cut. When the rake angle becomes negative, the hydrostatic pressure effect
becomes large by the pressure from the rake face of tool. At this time, the component of tensile stress
is lowered so that the crack can be reduced and the critical depth ofcut can be increased.
On the other hand, when the rake angle becomes larger in negative direction, a part of workpiece can
become chip by moving to the upside along the rake face. However, most of the workpiece is moved
to the lower side of tool, and by the elastic and plastic deformation, it moves to the backward of the
cutting edge. If the ratio of workpiece which is moved to the lower side of cutting edge is regardless of
the depth of cut, and only depends on the rake angle, the absolute amount of workpiece becomes large
Flou'tlpe
Fig.2-3 Machining by ductile mode
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when the depth of cut is increased. Atthis time, as shown in Fig.2-4,the workpiece which is located
under the cutting edge is subject to a great hydrostatic pressure. The deformation which is only subject
to hydrostatic pressure is elastic deformation Il0el, so the plastic deformation occurs on the surface of
workpiece, and elastic deformation occurs in the deep layer of workpiece. Then, the elastic
deformation is released in bursts at the backward of cutting edge, there is the occurrence of remnant
stress between superficial site and deep layer. The remnant stress in the superficial site is compression
stress and that in the deep layer is tensile stress. As a result, there is the occurrence of vertical tensile
stress on the elastic-plastic boundary trrol. The lateral crack initiation occurs if this tensile stress is
largerthan the limit. The lateral crack initiation is confirmed from the pressing of brittle material Itr0l,
scratching of glass tt"l and grinding of single crystal Silicon trr2l. Then, in the cutting of cemented
carbide by R-shape tool, it is found that microgroove cannot be obtained when the rake angle of tool is
set to be over than 60 degree in negative direction t"'1. So when the rake angle becomes large in
negative direction, the amount of workpiece which moves to the lower side of tool is increased to
cause the reduction of the criticaldepth of cut u0'1.
Tool feed
Workpiece
Florv of workpiece
も｀、 Elastic‐plastic bound岬
"'--...1
Lateral crack initiation
Fig.2-1 Machining by tool with large negative ralie angJe
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2.2.2 Cuttrng tool used in this study
It is reported that the tool with chamfer has the ability to suppress tool wear in the machining of steel.
The tool with chamfer is the tool that has negative rake angle and obtuse tip angle, as shown in Fig.
2-5. The tool tip angle is obtuse so that the stiffness is larger than the tool without chamfer, and the
chippings can be suppressed substantially. In addition, the rake angle of tool with chamfer is negative
so it is able to increase the critical depth of cut in the machining of hard material.
However, as shown in Fig. 2-5 (a), the conventional tool with chamfer is made by cutting a part of
tool tip, so there is a problem that the angle between the surface perpendicular to the cutting edge and
chamfer at point A is different from that at point B. Therefore, the rake angle along the cutting edge is
different. As a result, the form of chip is changed along the cutting edge, and there is the influence of
the machined surface. In addition, the shape of tool tip is like ellipse to cause the shape error in the
machining, especially in the machining with arc interpolation.
To solve these problems, the tool with special chamfer which is shown in Fig. 2-5 (b) is developed
Iltol. The rake face of this tool which is the angle between chamfer and verticalplane is constant along
the cutting edge. By this, there is no change of rake angle and the radius of tool tip along the cutting
edge. In addition, the shape oftool is circle so that there is no deterioration ofthe shape accuracy even
in the machining by arc interpolation.
The non-rotational cutting tool (A. L. M. T. Corp.) with special chamfer used in this study is made of
Ralie face
Chamfer
Flallk face
(a) Conventional t1'pe (b)Special、‐pc
The tool with chanlfer
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Fig.2-5
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a single crystal diamond with the radius of 0.1 mm. The tool is shown in Fig. 2-6, (a) shows the whole
view and (b) shows the enlarged view of tool tip. There is special chamfer along the tool tip, and the
width of chamfer is about 2 to 4 pm.
In the machining of hard material, the depth of cut is usually set to be tens to hundreds nanometers to
suppress brittle fracture. The machining by using the tool with special chamfer is shown inFig.2-7,
only chamfer is used in the machining and the rake angle is the same as the angle of chamfer. It is
found that the best rake angle is -25 to -40 deg in the machining of silicon and germanium, and the
best rake angle of machining cemented carbide is about -30 to -40 deg, so the angle of chamfer is set
to be -30 deg.
(a) Whole view (b) Enlarged view
Fig. L6 Diamond tool with special chamfer
Fig2-7 Mrchining by tool with chamfer
Tool
Rake mgle
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2.3 Summary of cutting point swivel machining
2.3. I Ultraprecision machining center
Summary of the machining center
The ultraprecision machining center used in the experiment is ROBOnano made by FTINUC t"tl. The
whole view is shown in Fig.2-8. The specifications are shown in Table 2-1. This machining center is
composed of 3 translation axes, X, Y and Z, and 2 rotation axes, B and C. X and Z axes are set on the
base, Y and B axes are set on X axis, and C axis is set on Z axis.In the ultraprecision machining, the
fluctuation from exterior influences the result of machining such as roughness and shape accuracy. So,
part which can block this fluctuation is set in the machining center. Air-oil damper is set between base
and floor, and the base is made by cast iron with concrete.
Translation axis
The translation axes X and Zhave the same structure. As shown in Fig. 2-9, these axes are moved by
a ball screw with the structure of aero-static and slide. The air screw to transmit the driving force is
sustained by aero-static on both radial and thrust direction, and the air screw is made as the integral
construction with servo motor. As shown in Fig. 2-9 (b), the nut surface of guide is grinded as a
concave face to form the aero-static.
Table 2-1 Specification of ROBOnano
Stroke
X axis 200111m
Y axis 20 mm
Zaxjs 100 mm
B, C axes 360 deg
Command
resolution
X,Y, Z axes lnm
B, C axes l0rdeg
Maximum
command speed
X,Z ax;es 100 mm/inin
Y axis 20 1un1/1nin
B, C axes 360 deg/min
51'nthesis 720 min-r
Fig. 2-8 Ultraprecision machining center
?
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Then, the structure of Y axis is constructed by translation axis and rotation axis, as shown in Fig.
2-10. The rotation is transformed to vertical move by aero-static screw.
Rotation axis
The rotation axes B and C are constructed with the same structure. As shown in Fig.2-ll, the
aero-static bearing is used in both radial and thrust direction. The transmission of driving force is
decelerated by the worm gear which is treated by lubrication film.
(a) Whole view (b) Enlarged view
Fig.2-9 Air screw
Fig.2-10 Structure of Y axis moveurenl
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Spindle
The target shape in the ultraprecision micro machining is very small, so the tool with small radius is
used in the machining. However, there is a problem that the cutting edge of small-diameter tool is
nearby the rotational axis. Rotation radius of the tool is so small that the cutting speed becomes low
To get the enough cutting speed the spindle needs to be rotated with high revolution. An air turbine
spindle is used in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 2-12. Aero-static is used as the bearing so there is
no friction when the spindle is rotating. Compressed air is used to rotate the spindle, and the rotation
speed is proportional to the pressure of compressed air.
Fig.2-1f Structure of B axis movement
Fig2-12 Airturbin spindle
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Bnvironment
In the ultraprecision machining. the environment is important because there is the influence of the
roughness and shape accuracy by the temperature changes and fluctuation. The base wlrich is made by
cast iron with internal concrete and fluctuation blocking device with air and oil attenuation are used.
As a result, the fluctuation from exterior and machining center can be reduced to nano meter level.
Then, the temperature of air which is supplied into the machining center is controlled as 23+0.01t
and the room temperature is managed with 23 + I "C.
2.3.2Proposal of cutting point swivel machining
As shown in Fig. 2-13, in the conventional machining by R-shape tool, the posture of tool is not
changed during machining to obtain good surface. At this time, only a part of cutting edge is used in
the machining, and there is a problem that tool wear is centered at this part.
To solve this problem, the cutting point swivel machining is proposed in this study. As shown in Fig.
2-l4,tlte tool is always swiveled in the plane perpendicularto the toolfeed direction. By using cutting
point swivel machining, the cutting point is always changing along the cutting edge, and by using
abroad part ofcutting edge, it is expected to suppress and to average the tool wear.
The setting of tool and workpiece is shown in Fig. 2-15,the tool is set on C table by a jig, and the
workpiece is set on the B table. The tool can be swiveled by rotating C axis, and it is fed by moving Z
axis.
Fig. 2-13 Convcntional machining
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The system of cutting point swivel machining consists of the following.
1. The rotatable range without tool interference is calculated by the parameter including the tip
angle of tool, radius of tool and cutting depth.
2. The distance of cutting is calculated, and it is divided into small segments by the rotatable
range and cutting shape.
3. The system determines the appropriate tool posture of each segment.
In the machining by the tool with conventional chamfeq because the shape of tool is like ellipse,
there is the occurrence of shape error when the tool is swiveled. However, because the shape of the
tool with special chamfer is like circle, there is no error when the tool is swiveled.
2.4 Setting effor and compensation
2.4.1 Setting effor
The NC data which controls the tool posture and tool path is made in the condition that the tool
center point is not changed by the rotation ofC table, so it is necessary to set the tool center point the
same as the center of C table correctly tll6l.
When the tool center point is not at the same position with center of C table, the setting is done by the
principle that the trajectory of tool center point is the circle around center of C table by rotating C
table. A microscope is used in the setting of tool center point and the center of C table. The microscope
Fig. 2-15 Setting of the tool and rvorkpiece
?
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is set to observe the tool from front. As shown in Fig. 2-16 (a), the tool is observed in the monitor, and
as shown in (b) to (d), the trajectory circle is written by rotating C table step by step. At last, as shown
in (e), the tool center point is moved to be the same as the center of trajectory circle. The position of
tool is adjusted by the micrometer head which is set on the jig to hold the tool. By repeating this work,
the tool center point can converge to the center ofC table.
However, hand working is used to adjust the position of tool center point with the use of micrometer
head and microscope by this method, so it is difficult to realize the microscopic displacement, and it
costs a lot of time to adjust. In addition, it is difficult to understand the tool center point on the monitor.
As a result, it is impossible to set tool center point the same as the center of C table correctly.
As shown in Fig. 2-17,the position of the tool center point P is(Xy,Yg), when C table is rotated to a
deg, there is the displacement (6,, 6r) of tool center point P, and the displacement can be shown in Eq.
(2-t).
X6cosq-Yosina-Xs
Xosina*Yscosa-Ys (2-t)
(a) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 2-16 Setting of tool center point and the center of C table
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?
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2.4.2 Compensation of setting error
A try cutting is conducted to calculate the position of tool center point (Xe, Y,,) by the depth of
machined microgroove. As shown in Fig.2-18, the difference Dr in the depth of two microgrooves
with the same depth of cut can been shown in Eq. (2-2). One is machined without the rotation of C
table, and the other one is machined by rotating C table to a1 degree. By the same method, there is
another microgrooving by rotating C table to a2 degree so that two equations with two unknowns (Xs,
Yn) can be set up by taking difference in the depths of machined microgrooves, as shown in Eq. (2-3).
Then, the position of the tool center point can be known by solving these equations.
Dl=y。―χo sin αl―yo cos αl
?
?
(2‐2)
(2-3)
Dl(1-COS α2)~D2(1~COS αl)
(1-COS α■)Sin α2~(1~COS α2) in αl
Dl sin α2~D2Sin αl
(1-COS α■)Sin α2~(1~COS α2) in αl
(a)Setting error         (b)ErrorけrOtatioll of C table
Fig。2-17 Errorilltlle sem3 0fC table
Fig. 2-18 Microgrooving for compensation setting error
o%哺x,YO+碗′)
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ln response to the position of the tool center point (X6, f0), NC data, written under the condition that
the position of the tool center points is coaxial of the center of C table, should be compensated by
using the following relationship (2-4).
( X-X-(XocosC*YesinC)
Iv - v - (XosinC * I/6 cosC + Yo)
2.4.3 Y erifrcation experiment
(24¨)
There is a verification experiment of the compensation of setting error. The workpiece is made by
aluminum alloy 45056, and the cutting conditions are shown in Table 2-2.The depth of cut is set to be
I pm and feed rate is 40 mm/min. Three microgrooves are machined with C table rotating to 0, 10 and
20 degree. The depth of machined microgrooves with each C table rotation is shown in Table 2-3.8y
the rotation of C table and depth of machined microgroove, the coordinate of tool center point can be
calculated as (-5.348, 53.430) Fm. By this calculated position of tool center point, a verification
experiment is conducted. The cutting conditions are shown inTable2-2.
The machined microgrooves are shown in Fig. 2-19. (a) show microgroove without compensation,
and (b) show microgroove with compensation. Then, (1) show the observation by a microscope
(Keyence VF-7500), and (2) show the measured result by surface roughness measuring instrument
(Kosaka Laboratory Ltd. SE 3500K). As shown in Fig. 2-19 (a\, because there is the occurrence of
displacement in X direction, the machined microgroove is inclined with the tool feed direction. Then,
the depth of side is deeper than that of center, and the width of side is larger than that of center. The
Table}-2 Cufiing conditions
Table 2-3 Rotation of C table and depth of microgrooves
Rotation of C table (degree)
Depth of microgroove (pm)
28-
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(a) Wi6out compensation
(b) Wift compeirsatioa
tr'ig.2-19 Machinedmicrcgrooves
Fig. &20 Error induced by fte rotdion of C table
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displacement of tool when the position of tool center point is (-5.348, 53.430) pm is shown in Fig.
2-20. At this time, the Y coordinate becomes small when C table is rotated, and the depth of machined
microgroove is deeper than that without C table rotation so that the depth of side is deeper that of
center. Then, the radius of tool tip is R, the relationship between the width of microgroove D and depth
d canbe shown in Eq. (2-5). Because the depth of side is deeper, so the width becomes larger at the
same time.
b=2'l(2R-d)d (2…5)
To compare with this, the microgroove machined with compensation, which is shown in Fig. 2-19 (b),
is paralleled with tool feed direction and the depth is the same along the microgroove. It is confirmed
that the proposed method has the ability to compensate the setting error and to realize high precision
machinine.
2.5 Verification experiment of cutting point swivel machining
2.5.1 Calculation of tool rotatable range
Then, a verification experiment is conducted to check the tool wear by using cutting point swivel
machining. Machining shape is a microgroove with the length of 14 mm, and depth of 3.2 pm. the
cutting conditions are listed in Table 2-4,the depth of cut is set to be 80 nm, and the tool is moved for
40 times to machine a microgroove.
The workpiece used in the experiment is SiC (Nippon Steel Materials Co. Ltd. Cl0lR). Its
physicality is shown in Table 2-5. As shown in this table, this material has the property of heat
resistance, hardness and low coeffrcient of thermal expansion, which are necessary as the properly of
molds. So in recent years, the request of using SiC as the material of glass lens becomes higher and
higher.
Table 2-,1 Cutting conditions
-30-
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At first, the tool rotatable range without tool interference is calculated. As shown in Fig. 2-21, the tip
angle of tool is fl the radius of tool tip is R, the depth of microgroove is d, and tool rotatable range C
can be shown in Eq. (2-6).
lcl < p /2- cos-111R - d)/d) (2-6)
In this study, the tip angle of tool is 90 degree, the radius of tool is 0.1 mm and the depth of
microgroove is 3.2 pm. The rotatable range of C table can be calculated as 30.466 deg. in this
experiment, the rotation range of C table is set to be -25 to 25 deg. To consider the length of
microgroove and tool rotation range, the microgroove is divided into small segments with the length of
7 nm, and the tool rotation degree is 0.00005 deg per each segment.
2.5.2 Compensation of feed rate
It is necessary to compensate the feed rate by using cutting point swivel machining. In the
conventional machining, only two translation axes are used in the machining. However, by using the
Table 2‐5 Physicality ofSiC
FigL2l Range without tool interference
?
，
Machanical
properties
Density 3.16glcn3
Young's modulus 430 GPa
Hardness HV 2100
Poisson's ratio 0.16
Thermal
properties
Coeffi cient of liner thermal erpansion(a) 2.3x10{n(*
Thermal conductivity 128W/moK
Specifio heat 0.63 J/g'K
■23°C
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cufting point swivel machining, it is necessary to use two translation axes and one rotation axes. In
addition, simultaneous control of 4 axes is used when the setting error is compensated. To get the same
efficiency with the conventional machining, it is necessary to compensate the feed rate. In the
conventional machining, the tool is fed by moving Z direction, and the feed rate equals to the speed in
Z direction. To realize the same machining efficiency, the feed rate in Z direction is set to be the same.
Then, when the tool is moved from nth machining point to n*1th machining point, the variation of (X,
Y, Z, C) axes is (x, y, z, c), so the length between these two points / can be shown in Eq. (2-7\. Then,
the command feed rate F can be calculated by the feed rate in Z direction as Eq. (2-8). Here, the unit
of each translation axis is mm, and that of each rotation axes is deg.
l:
F_
(2-7)
(2-8)
2.5.3 Inclination of workpiece
In the machining of hard material, because of the hardness of workpiece, it is impossible to make the
plane as the pre-stage machining. So in the machining, the surface of workpiece is not horizontal but
inclined.
In the machining, tool path is made to feed the tool horizontal. Figure 2-22 shows the machining with
inclined workpiece. (a) shows the machining that the surface of workpiece becomes lower by feeding
the tool, and (b) shows the surface of workpiece becomes higher. As shown in these figures, if the
surface of workpiece becomes lower, the tool will separate from the workpiece and it is impossible to
realize the machining. On the other hand, if the surface of workpiece becomes higher, there is the
threat of that the depth of cut becomes several tens micrometer by the inclination of workpiece to
cause the broken of tool and workpiece. So it is expected to make clear the inclination of workpiece,
and feed the tool with the inclination which is the same as that of workpiece, as shown in Fig. 2-22 (c)
(a) Wortpiece becones lower O) Workpiece becomes higher (c) Desired machining
Fig2-22 Machining on the inclined wortpiece
χ2+y2+z2+ε
F" x I/z
3Z-
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Figure 2-23 shows the rnethod to calculate the inclination of workpiece. As shown in this figure.
several points are selected in the tool feed direction, and the origin setting of Y axis is done at these
poirrts to evaluate the coordinate in Y direction. Therr, by the coordinate (2, y) of this point group, the
inclination of workpiece can be calculated by using least-square method.
2.5.4 Tool wear
The tool which is used in the conventional machining and observed by a rnicroscope is shown in Fig.
2-24. (a) shows the tool before maclrining and (b) shows the tool which has machined 4 rnicrogrooves.
The machining tirne is l5 hours and 36 minutes, and the cutting distance is 2,240 mm. As shown in
Fig 2-24 (b), severe tool wear occurs on the rake face of the tool. The tool wear only occurs in the
center of tool tip and there is scarcely any tool wear on the side of tool tip. It can be known that
chippings occur on the tooltip, and by the progress of these chippings, there is about 8 pm broken parl
on the rake face of the tool. By using this broken tool, there is the threat of the deterioration of the
roughness and shape accuracy.
Then the tool which is used in the cutting point swivel machining is shown in Fig. 2-25. (a) shows
the tool before machining and (b) shows the tool after 8 microgrooves are machined. The rnachining
"D
Fig.2-23 Mcthod to calculate the inclination of rvorkpiecc
(a) Before machining (b) After machining
Fig,.2-21 Tool used in conlentional machirring
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time is 3l hours and l2 minutes, and the cutting distance is 4,480 mm. As shown in Fig.2-25 (b),
there is uniform tool wear on the part of charnfer, and the width of chamfer becomes a little narrow,
but there is no broken part on tlre cutting edge, and the shape of tool is still like circle. There is no
problem of the shape accuracy in the rnachining with this tool. To compare with the conventional
machining, the cutting distance is double. However, tool wear can be suppressed substantially.
2.5.5 Machined surface
Figure 2-26 shows the rnachined microgrooves by conventional machining.(a-l) and (b-l) show the
SEM photos of the l'' and 4'r' microgroove, (a-2) and (b-2) show the measured result by surface
roughness measuring instrument, respectively. The poreless processing of the workpiece is not
executed, so large numbers of pores can be observed on the surface of workpiece and microgroove.
Because the cutting mark can be observed on the surface of microgroove, it can be known that it is
ductile mode machining. Except the pore in the workpiece, a lot of micropit can be observed on the
surface of microgroove. The workpiece is sintered by SiC grains, there are a large number of SiC
grains and Si grains in the workpiece. If the cutting force is larger than the combining force between
these grains, there is the occurrence of grain drops on the machined surface, and it causes a lot of
nanometer level micropit on the surface. Then, the actual depth of microgroove is lower than that of
desired value. The reason is considered as the setting error of the Y axis origin. The tool and
workpiece is observed by a microscope from front. In the origin setting of soft material, the tool is
approximated to the workpiece until there is the occurrence of the chip. At this time, the tool is cut into
the workpiece about 300 nm to 400 nm. However, when the tool is cut into the material for 400 nm,
there is the threat of the tool broken and brittle fracture in the machining of hard material. So in the
origin setting of Y axis, the shadow of tool is observed, and the origin of Y axis is set to be the
(a) Before machining (b) After machining
Fig.2-25 Tool used in cutting point su ivel rnachining
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coordinate that the cutting edge of tool overlaps with that of the shadow. At this time, there is the
aperture between the workpiece and tool so that the depth of machined microgroove becomes shallow.
Then, the transition of the roughness is shown in Fig. 2-27.The roughness & of the l't microgroove
is 97 nm, and that of the 4ft microgroove is 2A7 nm. The I't microgroove shows the good roughness.
To compare with this, the roughness of 4s microgroove becomes worse. Then, as shown in Fig. 2-26,
the cross-section of the l't microgroove is like circle, and in the machining of 4th microgroove, there is
the shape eror on the cross-section of the microgroove. The reason is considered that chippings occur
on the cutting edge, and it is transferred in to the surface to cause the deterioration of both shape
accuracy and roughness.
To compare with this, Fig.2-28 shows the machined microgroove by cutting point swivel machining.
(a-l) and (b-l) show the SEM photos of the I't and 8th microgroove, (a-2) and (b-2) show the
measured result, respectively. The transition of the roughness in the tool feed direction is shown in Fig.
2-27. At first, the roughness of the l" microgroove machined by conventional machining and cutting
point swivel machining is almost the same. The tool posture is changed in the machining by using
cutting point swivel machining. However, the cutting point swivel machining has the ability to realize
0
-l
-2
-3'
0
(a‐ 1) (a‐2)
0
-l
3- 
-2
-3
(b-l) o-2)
Fig2-26 Microgrooves machined by conventional machining method
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the same roughness as conventional machining. Then, the roughness of 8th microgroove machined by
cutting point swivel machining is 127 nm, and it is known that good roughness can be obtained until
8ft microgroove. In addition, the cross-section of both I't and 8s microgroove is like circle because of
the suppression of tool wear.
ハ
+ Conventional method
Cutting point swivel machining+
Number of microgroove
Big. L27 Relationship.between roughness Rz and microgrooves
0
‐1
‐2
‐3
(a‐2)
Φ_1)                      o-2)
Fig.228 Microgrooves machined by cuttilng point swivd machining
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Figure 2-27 shows the transition of the machined microgroove by conventional machining and
cutting point swivel machining. It is known that the deterioration of roughness by conventional
machining is rapid. To compare with this, the deterioration of roughness by cutting point swivel
machining is gentle, and good roughness can be obtained until 8'h microgroove. From the above, it is
confirmed that the cutting point swivel machining has the ability to suppress tool wear and to realize
high precision machining.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the machining of hard brittle material is introduced. In the Section 2.1 and 2.2, the
mechanism of brittle fracture and the effect of the tool with negative rake angle are summarized. Then,
the tool with special chamfer which has the same negative rake angle along the cutting edge and the
circle cross section on the rake face is introduced. By using these past investigations, the rake angle of
the cutting tool is decided to be -30 deg.
Then, From Section 2.3,anew machining method called cutting point swivel machining is proposed.
As the result of verification experiment, the conclusion can be summarized as follows.
By using the tool with special chamfer, the cutting point swivel machining, that the tool is
swiveled in the plane perpendicular to the tool feed direction, is proposed. To compare with other
machining method, the cutting point swivel machining can be realized easily by using the rotation
axis, and it is expected to suppress and average the tool wear.
In the cutting point swivel machining, there is a problem of the setting error between the tool
center point and the center ofC axis. Then, a try cutting is proposed to calculate the coordinate of
tool center point. By using this calculated coordinate, the setting error can be compensated by
modiffing the NC data, which controls the tool path and tool posture. By the result of the
verification experiment, it is confirmed that the proposed method has the ability to compensate
the setting error and to realize ultraprecision machining.
By the verification experiment of SiC, it is confirmed that to compare with the conventional
machining, the cutting point swivel machining can extend tool life to more than two times. In
addition, good roughness and shape accuracy can be obtained by using cutting point swivel
machining, because of the suppression of tool wear, and the machining with high precision can be
continued for long time.
?
?
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As summarized above, it is confirmed that the cutting point swivel machining, which is proposed in
this chapter, has the ability to suppress tool wear in the machining of hard material, and to realize
ultraprecision machining for a long time.
-38-
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Ghapter 3
MECHANiSM OF CUTTING POINT SWiVEL MACHiNING
3.1 Introduction
The mechanism of machining process is very important. For example, by understanding the
mechanism of cutting process, it can make predictions including the force and energy which is
necessary in the cutting, the deformation and vibration of machine tool, the accuracy of machined
surface and tool wear, and so on. So the mechanism of cutting process is investigated from 1930s.
From that, there are a large number of investigations to research the mechanism of two dimensions
cutting, three dimensions cutting, rotary machining, and elliptical vibration cutting and so on. In the
Chapter 2, a machining method, called cutting point swivel machining, which has the ability to
suppress tool wear is proposed. By compensating the various setting errors, it is confirmed that
ultraprecision machining can be realized by using cutting point swivel machining. As a new machining
method, it is necessary to investigate the mechanism of cutting point swivel machining.
In this chapteq the effect of cutting point swivel machining is investigated in Section 3.2. And then,
the relationship between the cutting force and the speed ratio, which is the ratio of the circumferential
velocity to the feed rate, is investigated in Section 3.4. At last, the relationship between the speed ratio
and tool wear is researched in Section 3.5.
3.2 Change of actual cutting direction
At first, the effect of cutting point swivel machining is investigated. The SEM photos of machined
microgrooves are shown in Fig.3-1. Figure (a) shows the microgroove machined by conventional
machining. Figure (b) and (c) show the microgrooves machined by cutting point swivel machining.
The tool rotation speed of cutting point swivel machining is 16 and 286.5 deg/min, respectively.
Cutting conditions are shown in Table 3-1, the depth of cut is set to be 80 nm. The part between white
dashed lines is the surface of microgroove. It can be known that all microgrooves are machined in
ductile mode because the cutting mark can be observed on the surface of microgrooves.
In the microgroove machined by conventional machining, it is confirmed that cutting mark is
paralleled with the feed direction. To compare with this, by using the cutting point swivel machining,
when the tool rotation speed is 16 deg/min, the cutting marks are almost paralleled with the feed
-39-
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direction, which is the same as the conventional machining. However, when the tool rotation speed is
increased to 286.5 deg/min, the cutting mark is inclined with feed direction, and the angle between
cutting mark and feed direction is about 26 deg. The reason is considered as follows. As shown in Fig.
3-2, the tool is fed, while being rotated by using the cutting point swivel machining, so the workpiece
is subject to the force l! in the tool feed direction and the force F, in the tool rotation direction at the
same time. At this time, the actual cutting direction is inclined. When the tool rotation speed is 16
deg/min, the circumferential velocity is so slow to compare with the feed rate that the cuffing mark is
almost paralleled with the feed direction.
Then, as shown in Eq. (3-l), the ratio ru (Named as speed ratio) of the circumferential velocity Z, to
the feed rate V" is calculated by the tool rotation speed and the radius of tool tip. In this experiment,
the radius of tool is 0.1 mm, and the feed rate V,is I mm/min. When tool rotation speed is set to be 16
and 286.5 deg/min, the speed ratio ru can be calculated as 0.028 and 0.5, respectively. By the
calculated speed ratio ru, as shown in Eq. (3-2), the angle between actual cutting direction and feed
direction ycanbe calculated as 1.604 and26.565 deg, respectively. The angle between feed direction
and actual cutting direction which is calculated is the same as the inclination of cutting mark. So it is
confirmed that the use of the cutting point swivel machining changes the actual cuffing direction by
rotating the tool.
Cutting mark
Cutting mark
(c) 286.5 deg/min
Fig.3l
(d) Tool rotation changes
Machined microgrooves on SiC
(a) Wthout rotation (b) 16 deg/min
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ち=yx/yz=ycπR/1807z
γ=arCtanち
(3‐1)
(3…2)
At this time, as shown in Fig. 3-2, the friction force in the rake face is also subject to the rotation
force F, by the rotation of tool. In the conventional machining without tool rotation, the cutting
mechanism is two dimensions machining. The direction of friction force is the same as the ejection
direction of chip which is the same as Y direction. Then, in the use of cutting point swivel machining,
the direction, which the friction force is subject to, is inclined with Y direction by rotating cutting tool,
so the ejection direction of chip is changed and it is become three dimensions machining by using the
cutting point swivel machining, as the oblique cutting or sliding cutting.
Then, when the tool rotating direction is changed from plus to minus direction of C axis, there is the
threat of deterioration of the machined surface because of the back rush of the rotation axis. Figure 3-l
(d) shows the part where the tool rotating direction is changed. It is known that the tool rotating
direction changes by the direction change of cutting mark. As shown in this figure, the good
microgroove shape can be obtained even in case that the tool rotating direction is changed.
Feed diection Sidewise motionby tool rotation
Cutting direction
F'ig. &2 mect of cutting point swivel mrchining
く:]/Z
X
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3.3 Three dimensions cutting mechanism
The cutting mechanism is important to be investigated because the problem which can influence the
cutting accuracy such as the force and energy in the cutting, deformation and vibration can been
estimated by understanding the cutting mechanism. Then, Krystof and Merchant et al. proposed
several cutting models of two dimensions cutting by predicting the shear angle in the cutting with
maximum shearing stress theory and minimum energy theory [117-1le]. However, the practical
machining such as turning, drilling and end-milling are almost the three dimensions cutting. So there
are several three dimensions cutting models since Stable proposed the cutting model.
At first, Stabler derived the force relation by using the velocity relation which is derived by Merchant
lr20-r2rl. -Then, geometry formula which is called Stabler Formula is made by adding the partial
maximum shearing stress theory to the force relation. This model is built on the hypothesis that the
ejection direction of chip is the same as the inclination of tool in the oblique cutting, which is
proposed by Stabler. So this model is based on the heuristics. By using the Stabler Formula, Aemarego
et al. proposed the model with heuristics of chip ejection direction which is proposed by Russell et al.
It22)'lt231and Lin et al. proposed the model with prediction and measurement of shear angle in two
dimensions cutting [r24]' [r25]. Chisholm et al. used the Stabler Formula and the hypothesis that the chip
is ejected to the direction which has the minimum cutting energy t12ol. However, the ejection angle
which is calculated by this model is different from that which is measured in the cutting experiment,
because this model is the combination of two different physical laws. Then, Usui et al. proposed the
model which is calculated by the hypothesis that the chip is ejected to the direction which has the
minimum cutting energy, and combined to the both velocity and force relations and the concept of
effective rake angle, and it is the best known in Japan 11261. The effective rake angle is that the
projection of rake angle to the plane including the cutting velocity and ejection direction of chip. It is
considered that the cuttine force is reduced because that the effective rake angle is larser than the
actual rake angle tl27l.
However, Shamoto pointed out that there is a mistake on the concept of effective rake angle tr28l' [12e].
The reason is that, by the concept of effective rake angle, the cutting energy is reduced by increasing
the inclination of cutting tool in the oblique cutting. However, there is the report that cutting energy is
rising with the increase of inclination [r30]. And then, it is supposed that the friction angle is zero. At
this time, as shown in Fig. 3-2, the form of chip, the direction and volume of cutting force and cutting
energy is not changed when the sidewise motion of tool is changed. However, it is different from that
the effective rake angle becomes large when sidewise motion is increased. In this model, as shown in
Fig. 3-2, it is considered that the moving distance of cutting edge is longer than that without sidewise
-42-
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motion to remove the same volume of workpiece. So the actual cutting width becomes small, and the
cutting force in tool feed direction can be reduced. The energy is almost the same because the cutting
force is reduced while moving distance of cutting edge becomes longer. Actually, the cutting energy
becomes a little larger because of the existence of friction force. However, there is no numerical
calculation of cutting parameter in this model.
Kato et al. used the geometric relationship and balance of force to analyze the rotary shaving by
using die-type cutting tool [r3r1. As a result, the relationship among ejection angle of chip, inclination
of tool, shear angle and friction coefficient is obtained, as shown in Eq. (3-3). Here, a is the rake angle,
/ is the shear angle, d is the ejection angle of the chip, and the relationship between the inclination
angle of tool yand the speed ratio ru is shown in Eq. (3-2). As shown in Table 3-1, it is found that the
calculated ejection angle of chip is almost the same as the measured result tl32l. Then, it is confirmed
that cutting force can be reduced by rotating the tool, while the rotation force is increased at the same
time.
pcoscxsin0: (r;cos($ 
- 
q) 
-tan0sin@) x (cos(@ - a)- psin(@ - a)cos9) (3-3)
Thble 3-l Cornparision of ejection angle
Experirnent result (Zorev)
Calculation resu
0 degInclination angle
T deg
Shear angle
0 dee
Friction coefficient
tl
Ejection angle
0 deg
0 14.0 0.77 0 0.00
10 14.1 0.78 10.86
25 15.2 0.80 27 27.47
40 t6.6 0.88 42 44.36
49 18.2 0.95 52 5439
60 2r.7 1.06 63 65.53
70 28. I r.25 74 72.82
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3.4 Relationship between cutting forces and speed ratio
As shown in Fig.3-2,when the tool is fed while being rotated,the moving distance ofcutting edge is
longer than conventional inachiningo So the actual cutting width becomes small,and the cutting force
in tool feed direction can be reduced to suppress tool wear.In addition,the tool wear can be averaged
by using broad part of cutting edge and the cutting fluid is easily to be supplied be●Ⅳeen the tool and
workpiece.By these reasons,tool wear can be reduced substantially in the use of cutting point swivel
machining.Then,the cutting forces by using cutting point swivel inachining are investigated.
3.4.l Estimation ofcutting forces
The cutting forces by using cutting point swivel machining are estimated by using Eq。(3-3).The
acction direction ofchip is considered to be the same as that with the minimum cutting powen At this
time,as shown in Fig.3‐3,the cutting force in feed direction,鳥,can be shown in Eq。(34¨).Here,/iS
shear area and tt is the ma対mum shear stress.β is the friction angle on the rake face,which can be
shown in Eq。(3-5)ζcan be shown in Eq。(3-6),tanξ is the ratio ofvelocity in Z direction to that in Y
direction.
均 =R cos(r―α)〓壼毒
=iザ
彰
=号
β=tan~10 COSθ)
ξ =tan~・μ Sin θ COS β
(3-4)
(3-5)
(3‐ 6)
像島
Fig.13 Balance of force in the cutting
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Tllen,bccausc the cutting force in X direction,Fr,equals to the conlponcnt force of shear force in tllc
rotation dircction,Eq。(3-7)can bC derived.
み=等              的
In the cutting process,the cutting powcr P can be shown in Eq.(3-8).Hcre,thC circumferential
veloci″oft001 rOtation is 4,thC fCcd rate is 4.
P=Fz yz+ら4 (3-8)
Then, the Eq. (3-9) can be obtained by substituting Eq. (3-4) and (3-7) into Eq. (3-8). B is shown in
Eq. (3-5) by the friction coef icient 1t and ejection angle 0. The cutting mode is set to be that cutting
power P which is shown in Eq. (3-9) becomes the minimurn.
歳=轟(淵鵠 +つ (3-9)
The calculation process is subjected as follows. The cutting condition is setto be(a, r,,, p). Then, the
shear angle / is set and the ejection angle 0 is calculated by Eq. (3-3). Then, cutting power is
calculated by Eq. (3-9). After that, the shear angle is changed until the minimum cutting power is
obtained, and the shear angle / with the minimum cutting power is the solution of the cutting. In the
calculation, it is presupposed that there is no relationship between rotation speed and friction
coefficient 1t. By the calculated shear angle /, the cutting force in X direction and Z direction, F, and
F, can be obtained. Then, cutting Force in Y direction, F,,, can be calculated by Eq. (3- l0).
ら=Fz tan(β―α) (3-10)
Then, the dimensionless cutting forces F,, rotation forces {. and the thrust forces F, by Ar. with
different speed ratio r,, are shown in Fig. 3-4. The rake angle is -30 deg, the feed rate V, is 3.0 mm/min,
Fz/Aτs
Fμτs
Fュτs
t2
rv
Fig.3-{ Estirnated cutting force
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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and the friction coefficient is 0.8.
As shown in this figure, it is known that the cutting force ,Q and thrust force F, can be reduced by
using cutting point swivel machining, and it can be reduced additionally by increasing the speed ratio.
To compare with cutting force and thrust force, the increase of rotation force F, is too small that can be
ignored. By the estimation of cutting forces, it can be known that the use of cutting point swivel
machining has the ability to reduce cutting forces and cutting forces can be reduced additionally by
increasing the speed ratio.
3.4.2Experiment of cutting forces
Then, the actual cutting forces in the cutting point swivel machining are investigated to get the
relationship between the speed ratio and cutting force. To remove the influence of the tool wear,
Oxygen-free cooper is used as the workpiece. A microgroove with depth of 5 pm is machined
preliminarily. Then, cutting forces are measured in the cutting with depth of cut as 5 pm over
machined microgroove. The cross-section of the removed workpiece is like a ring with radius of 0.1
mm and thickness of 5 pm. At this time, the cross-section area of microgroove is 3.81 x l0-a mm2, and
the length of microgroove is I mm. As shown in Fig. 3-2, the feed rate in Z direction is constant and
only tool rotation speed is changed. Cutting conditions are shown in Table 3-2. The feed rate in Z
direction is set to be 2 mm/min, the speed ratio ru is set to be 0 (Conventional machining), 0.003, 0.028
and 0.5. Both dry and wet cutting are performed with the same conditions. In the wet cutting, the oil is
put to form the oil film on the workpiece. The cutting dynamometer used in the experiment is Kistler
9l 17 with the minimum resolution of 0.01 N.
At first, the cutting forces in dry cutting are shown in Fig. 3-5. Figure 3-5 (a) shows the thrust force
Fn, and Fig. 3-5 (b) shows the cutting force F,. As shown in these figures, it can be known that the
Table 3-2 Cutting conditions
Depth of cut
0.0.003.0.028 and 0.5
Cutting fluid
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Fig.3-5 Measured cutting force in dry cutting
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cutting force can be reduced by rotating the tool, and it can be reduced additionally by increasing the
speed ratio from 0.003 to 0.5. When the speed ratio is 0.5, it can be observed that there is the
substantial change of cutting force for three times. It is because, when the speed ratio is 0.5, the tool
rotation speed becomes large, and tool rotation direction is changed for three times. At this time, the
cutting force becomes instability by the back rush of the machining center. Figure 3-5 (c) shows the
measured rotation forces lL in X direction. When the speed ratio is 0.003 and 0.028, the rotation force
is too small to be measured. And when the speed ratio is 0.5, the rotation force becomes the shape like
step, because of the change of rotation direction. The rotation speed f', can be calculated as 0.07 N, by
getting the difference of these steps.
Then, the average and range of cutting forces are shown in Fig.3-6. Figure 3-6 (a) shows the thrust
force F, and (b) shows the cutting force F,. As shown in these figures, the cutting force in feed
direction.[ of conventional machining is the maximum, 0.66 N, and when the speed ratio is 0.003, it
is reduced to 86%o,0.57 N. In addition, the cutting force F, with the speed ratio of 0.028 is 0.55 N, and
it is reduced to 7l%o,0.47 N when the speed ratio is 0.5. Then, the thrust force F, shows the same trend.
The thrust force F, of conventional machining shows the largest value, 0.89 N, and it is reduced to
0.71 N when the speed ratio is 0.003, and to 0.61 N when the speed ratio is 0.028. The thrust force
with the speed ratio of 0.5 is 0.47, which is about 53 Yo of that of conventional machining. From above,
it is confirmed that the cutting force can be reduced by using cutting point swivel machining, and it
can be reduced additionally by increasing the speed ratio.
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Then, the cutting forces in wet machining are shown in Fig. 3-7. Figure 3-7 (a) shows the thrust force
Fr, andFig.3-7 (b) shows the cutting force F,. As shown in these figures, the cutting forces in cutting
point swivel machining are reduced to compare with the conventional machining. Both cutting force
F, and thrust force Fn of conventional machining are more unstable than that of cutting point swivel
machining. The reason is considered as that the cutting fluid cannot be supplied between tool and
workpiece effectively. So there are part with small cutting forces by the lubrication effect of cutting oil
and part without this effect, so the cutting forces become big and small in the machining, and there is
the occurrence of the instability of cutting force. To compare with the conventional machining, the
cutting force by using cutting point swivel machining is small and stable. Then, in the dry cutting,
three substantial changes can be observed when the speed ratio is 0.5. In the wet machining, the
change of thrust force Fn becomes small, and there is scarcely any change of cutting force F,. It is
considered that the influence which is caused by the back rush of the machining center can be
suppressed by the lubrication effect of cutting oil. Figure 3-7 (c) shows the rotation force F", F, is
reduced to 0.05 N when the speed ratio is 0.5. As a result, it is known that the cutting forces can be
reduced by using cutting point swivel machining both in dry cutting and in wet cutting.
Then, the average and range of cutting forces are shown in Fig.3-8. In the conventional machining,
the cutting force F, and thrust force F, are the largest, both of them are 0.54 N. Then, the cutting forces
can be reduced by the rotation of the tool. When the speed ratio is 0.003, cutting forces are reduced to
0.45 N, 83%o of that in conventional machining, and it can be reduce additionally to 0.41 N when the
speed ratio is 0.028 and 0.5, which is about 76%o of the conventional machining.
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3.4.3 Discussion
The average of measured cutting forces in dry and wet cutting is summarized in Table 3-3. When the
speed ratio r, is 0 to 0.028, thrust force F, in wet cutting reduces significantly, compared with that of
dry cutting. As shown in Fig. 3-9, the chip is subjected to the force in X direction by rotating the tool,
so it is rejected inclined to the Y direction. When the speed ratio r, is increased, the component force
in Y direction of friction force which is subject on rake face becomes small, and the component force
in X direction becomes large. On the other hand, when the speed ratio ru is 0.5, F, in wet cutting is
almost the same as that of dry cutting. The reason is that the component force in Y direction of friction
force is small so that the reduction of cutting force by the lubrication effect of cutting fluid becomes
small.
Table 3‐3 Cutting forces
rv 0 0.003 0.028 0.5
Measured cutting
force N
Fy Fz Fy Fz Fy Fz Fy Fz Fx
DFy0.890.660.710.570.610.550.470.470.07
Wet0.540.540.450.430.41 0.410.420.420.05
Estimated cutting
force
Fy/Acsさ」エ Fv/Acsき」燎、Fy/Atsご」ゝ Fy/ARき」ゝ 叩亀
911.2355_99911.16355,98910.32355.65722.10282.121.67
くニレ〆
Z
X
Direction of
chip ejection
Y direction
component
Actual cutting
direction
Fig. 19 Friction force in the rake face
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Then, both measured and estimated cutting forces are listed in Table 3-3. In the estimated cutting
force, when the speed ratio is increased from 0 to 0.028, there is scarcely any change ofcutting forces,
and the cutting forces are reduced substantially when the speed ratio is increased from 0.028 to 0.5. To
compare with this, in the measured cutting forces, the cutting force reduced substantially when the
speed ratio increases from 0 to 0.028. In the section 3.4.1,it is presupposed that the friction coefficient
is not changed and the shear area is the same when the speed ratio is increased. However, as shown in
Table 3-1, when the inclination angle 7is increased, there is the increase of the friction coefficient. At
the same time, by the rotation of the tool, the actual cutting width is reduced to the cosy times. At this
time, the width of shear area becomes l/cosy times and the shear area A also increases to 1/cosTtimes.
In addition, by using the tool with negative rake angle, the mechanism of cutting becomes more
complex, and it is too difficult to calculate the cutting force by specific numbers. However, the
estimated cutting forces show the same trend as the measured cutting forces, which is the reduction of
cutting forces by using cutting point swivel machining and by increasing the speed ratio ru.
3.5 Relationship between tool wear and speed ratio
In the cutting force experiment in the Section 3.4, it is known that the both cutting force F, and thrust
force F, can be reduced by using cutting point swivel machining. At the same, there is the occurrence
of the rotation force F,. However, the rotation force is very small to compare with the cutting force
and thrust force. So it is expected to suppress tool wear in the cutting point swivel machining by the
reduction of cutting forces. In addition, by increasing the speed ratio, the lubrication effect of cutting
oil becomes large so that the tool wear can be suppressed.
3.5.1 Low speed ratio
Then, an experiment is conducted to investigate the relationship between tool wear and the speed
ratio. The speed ratio is set to be 0.003, 0.007, 0.014 and 0.028. Machining shape is the microgroove
with the depth of 4 pm and length of 25 mm. the feed rate is set to be 3 mm/min, and the rotation
speed of tool at each speed ratio is 6, 12, 24 and 48 deg/min, respectively. Three microgrooves are
machined with each speed ratio, and the cutting distance is 2,250 mm, respectively. The workpiece is
SiC, and the cutting conditions are shown in Table 3-4 (Experiment A).
Figure 3-10 shows the rake face of the tool before and after machining with each speed ratio. (a) to
(h) show the tools used before and after machining, with the speed ratio r" of 0.003, 0.007, 0.014 and
0.028, respectively. As shown in these figures, when the speed ratio is 0.003 and 0.007, the tool wear
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on cutting edge is about 0.5 prm, which is calculated from the width of chamfer before and after
machining. Then, as shown in Fig. 3-10 (c) and (d), when the speed ratio is 0.014 and 0.028, the tool
wear on the cutting edge is less than 0.1 pm. Then, the flank face of tool after machining which is
observed by a metallurgical microscope (Olympus PME-3) is shown in Fig.3-11. (a), (b), (c) and (d)
show the tool with speed ratio of 0.003, 0.007, 0.014 and 0.028, respectively. When the speed ratio is
0.003, the maximum tool wear on flank face, VB.u*, is about 0.4 pm. Then, when the speed ratio is
increased to 0.007, the VB.u* is reduced to 0.3 pm, and it is reduced additionally to 0.2 pm when the
speed ratio is increased to 0.014. Then, as shown in Fig. 3-ll (d), there is scarcely any tool wear on
the flank face when the speed ratio is 0.028. However, several chippings are observed on the cutting
edge.
It is considered as, because the poreless process ofworkpiece is not executed, so a lot ofpores exist
in the workpiece. When the speed ratio is increased, the rotation speed is increased at the same time.
The impact to the tool becomes large, and it is easy to cause the occurrence of chippings on the cutting
edge. From these results, it can be confirmed that both tool wear on the cutting edge and the maximum
tool wear on flank face can be suppressed by increasing the speed ratio. The reason is considered as
the reduction ofcutting forces.
Then, the measured roughness Rz in the tool feed direction is summarized in Table 3-5. As shown in
this table, good surface can be obtained with each speed ratio even the variation of tool posture
becomes steep.
Table 3-4 Cutting conditions
Experiment A Experirnent B Experiment C
Workpiece sic Tungsten Carbide
Total depth 4pm 5pm 5 ttm
Depth of cut 80 nm 50 nm
rv 0.003 to O.0280.028 alld O.50.028 alld O.5
Feed rate 3 mm/min I mm/min l mm/min
Cutting fluid 01l mist Non alld Oil mistOil mist
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(a) Before machining (rn: 0.003)
(c) Before machining (rn: 0.007)
(e) Before machining (rn: 0.014)
(g) Before machining (r"; 0.028)
Fig.3-10 Rake face oftool used
(b) After machining (ru: 0.003)
(d) After machining (ru: 0.007)
(f) After machining (r": 0.0 I 4)
(h) After machining (r": 0.028)
in the machining uith each speed ratio
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(a) sp€ed ratio: 0.003 (b) s@ratio:0.007
(c) speed ratio: 0.014 (d) speed ratio: 0.028
Fig.311 Flruk face of tool der machining
Table 15 Tool wear and rougbness of mac,hined microgtcoves
3.5.2 High speed ratio
Furthermore, an experiment is conducted with the speed ratio of 0.028 and 0.5. Because the
maximum synthesis command speed of the machining center in the experiment is 720 min'r, the feed
rate is set to be I mm/min. At this time, the tool rotation speed is 16 and 286.5 deglmin, respectively.
Cutting conditions are shown in Table 3-4 (Experiment B). The machining shape is the microgroove
rv Tool weron cuting edgepm
』?Roughnessofgrooves pm
lst 2nd 3rd
0.003 0。5 0.4 0.12 0.13 0.10
0.007 0.5 0.3 0.ll 0.13 0.12
0.014 0.2 0.09 0.10 0.09
0.028 0.13 0.ll 0.ll
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with fength of 12.5 mm, and depth of 5 pm. In the experiment with low speed ratio, there is scarcely
any tool wear on both cutting edge and flank face when the speed ratio is 0.028, so the cutting distance
is set longer. l5 microgrooves are machined with each speed ratio, and the cutting distance is 11,250
mm, respectively. Then, both dry cutting and wet cutting are executed in this experiment.
The rake face of the tool before and after machining is shown in Fig. 3-12. (a) to (d) show the tool
used in the wet cutting, and (e) to (h) show the tool used in dry cutting. Then, the flank face of tool is
shown in Fig. 3-13. As shown in these figures. Chippings are observed on the both cutting edge and
flank face of all tools. As the trend of the occunence of chippings, it is found that the chippings on the
tool used in wet cutting is less than that on the tool used in dry cutting, and the chippings on the tool
with the speed ratio of 0.028 is less than that with the speed ratio of 0.5. In the experiment of cutting
force, it is known that cutting forces in wet cutting are less than that in dry cutting. So it is known that
the tool wear in wet cutting are less than that in dry cutting by the lubrication effect of cutting fluid.
Then, to compare the cutting force with the speed ratio of 0.028 to that with the speed ratio of 0.5,
when the speed ratio ru is 0.5, the cutting forces in dry cutting are reduced substantially, and they are
almost the same in wet cutting. However, the chippings on the cutting edge are increased when the
speed ratio is increased.
The roughness of microgrooves which are machined in wet machining in feed direction is shown in
Fig. 3-14. The dotted line shows the roughness machined by conventional machining. The surface of
microgroove machined by conventional machining becomes bad rapidly because of the severe tool
wear. To compare with this, good surface can be obtained until the 12th microgroove when the speed
ratio ru is 0.028. However, surface of microgroove machined with the speed ratio of 0.5 becomes bad
from 7th microgroove. The reason of the deterioration of surface is considered as the chippings on the
cutting edge. When the speed ratio is 0.5, the chippings on the cutting edge occur from the 7th
microgroove, and they become more in the machining. Then, the reason of the increase of chipping
when the speed ratio becomes large is considered at next section.
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(→BefOre machid喝(rv:0.028,wet) O) After machining (rn: 0.028, wet)
(C)BefOe mahinn3(rv:0.5,wet)o)ARer machining(rv:0.5,wet)
(e) Before machining (rn: 0.028, dry) (0 After machining (rn: 0.028, dry)
(g) Before machining (ru: 0.5, dry) (h) After machining (r": 0.5, dry)
Fig.3-12 Tool used in the machining with high speed ratio
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(a) Tool uscd after u,et cutting (r": 0.028) (b) Tool uscd aftcr u'ct cuttirtg (r': 0.-i)
(c) Tool used after dry cutting (rr: ().028) (d) Tool used afler dry cutling (r": 0.5)
of tool after rnachiningFig.3-13 Flank face
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3.5.3 Discussion
There are two reasons which are considered why the chippings increase. One is the pore in the
workpiece, and the other one is the increase of the contact distance between the flank face and
workpiece when the speed ratio is increased.
Fig.3-15 shows the microgrooves machined in the wet cutting with the speed ratio of 0.028 and 0.5.
As shown in these figures, the poreless processing of the workpiece is not executed, so there are a
large number of pores in the workpiece. The cutting forces are changed by the presence or absence of
these pores. Irr addition, as shown in Fig.3-16, the workpiece used in the experiment is sintered SiC.
So there are SiC grains and Si grains in the material. ln the cutting experiment, the cutting forces of Si
grains are different from that of SiC grains. So the cutting force in the cutting experiment is always
changing, and the tool is subject to the impact by the change of cutting forces. When the speed ratio is
increased, the impact to the tool becomes larger by the increase of tool rotation speed, and it is easy to
cause the chipping on the cutting edge.
Then, the other reason is the increase of the contact distance between the flank face of the tool and
(a) ru: 0.028
Fig.3-15
(b) r": 0.5
Machined microgrooves
Fig.116 Cutting of SiC
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workpiece. As shown in Fig. 3-17,the tool is fed while being rotated by the use of cutting point swivel
machining, so the actual cutting direction is inclined. At this time, the moving direction of cutting
points becomes inclined to the feed direction, and the contact distance between the flank face of the
tool is longer than that of the conventional machining to cause the ability of the increase of tool wear.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3-17, the cutting edge moves to the outside of the workpiece in
this experiment, so the contact distance between the flank face of the tool and workpiece becomes
shorter than the machining distance.
Fig. 117 Increase in the contrct distance betwee,n flmk face and workpiece
Angle from tool center deg
Fig. llE Contact distance betrreen ttre flark frce of tool and workpiece
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When the speed ratio ru is increased, the contact distance is increased at the same time. The contact
distance of each part of cutting edge, which is divided by 0.1 deg, is shown in Fig. 3-18. As shown in
this figure, the contact distance between flank face and workpiece on the part which is between -10
deg to l0 deg is the same by the effect of cutting point swivel machining. Then, to compare with the
cutting distance of 11,250 mm, the maximum contact distance when the speed ratio is 0.028 is 5,812
mm, and it is increasedto 6,495 mm, which is about l.l2 times of that with speed ratio of 0.028, when
the speed ratio is 0.5. This is a reason that the chippings on the cutting edge are increased by raising
the speed ratio.
In the experiment of Section 3.5. I , to compare with the cutting distance of 2,250 mm, when the speed
ratio is increased from 0.003 to 0.028, the distance between the flank face of tool and workpiece is
1,647 and 1,648 mm, respectively. Although the speed ratio is increased, the contact distances are
almost the same, and there is almost scarcely any influence to the tool wear.
3.5.4 Experiment on cemented carbide
Then, an experiment is conducted on the cemented carbide with the speed ratio of 0.028 and 0.5.
Cutting conditions are shown in Table 3-4 (Experiment C). The depth of cut is set to be 50 nm, and
feed rate is set to be 1 mm/min. Machining shape is the microgroove with length of 12.5 mm and
depth of 5 pm. 20 microgrooves arg machined with each rotation speed, and cutting distance is 20,000
mm. Then, only wet cutting is executed in this experiment.
The workpiece used in the machining is binderless tungsten carbide (FUJI DIE Co. Ltd. J05). Its
physicality is shown in Table 3-6. This material has the property of heat resistance, hardness and low
coeffrcient of linear thermal expansion in high temperature. The SEM photo of this material is shown
in Fig. 3-19. As shown in this figure, there is no binder like Cobalt and other metallic phase in the
Table 3-6 Physicaliqv of Tungsten Carbide J05
Machanical
properties
Density 14.65 g/cm3
Young's modulus 650 GPa
Hardness HV 2000
Poisson's ratio 0.20
1lle■■.lal
propcrtlcs
Thermal conductiviry' 63W/m・K
Coefficient of linear
thermal expansion(a)
RT‐400°C 4.6x106/I(
RT-600°C 4.8x10-6/K
RT‐800°C 5.lxl06/K
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workpiece. In addition, there is no pore in the workpiece, and it is used widely as the mold of glass
lens.
The rake face of the tool before and after machining is shown in Fig. 3-20, (a) shows the tool used in
the machining with the speed ratio of 0.028, and (b) shows the tool used in the machining with the
speed ratio of 0.5. Then, Figure 3-21 shows the flank face of the tool used after machining. As shown
in these figures, when the speed ratio is 0.5, several microchippings can be observed on the cutting
edge. Both the size and the number of chippings is less than that on the tool used in the machining of
SiC. Then, when the speed ratio is 0.028, only one that looks like microchipping can be observed on
Fig.}'19 SEM photo of Tungsten Carbide
(c) Before machining (rn: 0.5) (d) After machining (ru: 0.5)
Fig. 3-20 Tool used in the machining of Tungsten Carbide
(a) Before machining (rn: 0.028) O) After machining (rn: 0.028)
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the cutting edge, and there is almost no tool wear on the cutting edge. The relationship between the
speed ratio and tool wear shows the same trend as that in the machining of SiC. When the speed ratio
is increased, both the number and size of chippings increase at the same time. Then, the tool wear
becomes less and smaller than that of the tool used in the machining experiment of SiC. As shown in
Table 2-5 and Table 3-6, the hardness of tungsten carbide J05 and SiC is 2000 and 2100 HV,
respectively. Although the cutting distance of tungsten carbide is much longer than that of SiC, and the
difference of hardness is very small, the tool wear in the cutting of tungsten carbide is much smaller
than that of SiC. The reason is considered as the impact which is subject to the tool in the machining.
As already described earlier, the cutting forces in the cutting of SiC are always changing in the
machining, and the tool is subject to the impact by the change of cutting forces. To compare with this,
there is no pore in the tungsten carbide, so the impact to the tool is much smaller than that in the
machining of SiC, and the chippings on the cutting edge is reduced substantially.
3.6 Summary
This chapter aims at investigating the mechanism of the cutting point swivel machining, and making
clear the relationship among the speed ratio, cutting forces and tool wear. As the result of the
experiment of cutting forces with different speed ratio and that of tool wear on the SiC and tungsten
carbide, by using cutting point swivel machining which is proposed in Chapter 2, the conclusion can
be summarized as follows:
l) The cutting marks can be observed on the surface of machined microgrooves. From these cutting
marks, it is known that the actual cutting direction can be changed by using cutting point swivel
(a) Tool wittt spoed ratio of 0.028 (b) Tool with speed ratio of 0.5
of tool aftermachiningFig.3-21 Flank face
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machining. The actual cutting direction is calculated and it is the same as the direction of cutting
marks. In addition, it is confirmed that good shape can be obtained even the rotation direction is
changed.
The tool is fed while being rotated in cutting point swivel machining. At this time, the moving
distance of cutting edge is longer than that without rotating, to remove the same volume of
workpiece. So the actual cutting width becomes small, and the cutting force in tool feed direction
can be reduced to suppress tool wear. In addition, the tool wear can be averaged by using broad
part of cutting edge, and the cutting fluid can be supplied between the tool and workpiece easier.
By these reasons, tool wear can be suppressed substantially.
The cutting forces are estimated by using the equation which is proposed by Kato et al. and
minimum energy theory. As a result, it is found that both the cutting force F, and thrust force F,
can be reduced by rotating the tool and they can be reduced furthermore by increasing the speed
ratio. To compare with these forces, the rotation force is so small that can be ignored.
In the experiment of cutting forces, it is found that the cutting forces in dry cutting can be reduced
by using cutting point swivel machining, and it can be reduced furthermore by increasing the
speed ratio from 0.028 to 0.5. Then, in the wet cutting, the cutting force can be reduced by using
cutting point swivel machining. However, the reduction of cutting forces by increasing the speed
ratio is very small. The reason is considered as that the component force in Y direction of friction
force is so small that the lubrication effect of cutting fluid becomes small.
To compare with the estimated and measured cutting forces, the reduction of cutting force by
increasing the speed ratio is different. However, they show the same trend that the cutting force
can be reduced by the increase ofspeed ratio.
When the speed ratio is increased from 0.003 to 0.028, it is found that the tool wear can be
suppressed by increasing the speed ratio. The reason is considered as the reduction of cutting
force.
When the speed ratio is increased from 0.028 to 0.5, it is confirmed that both the size and the
number of chippings on the cutting edge is increased with no relation to the presence and absence
of the cutting fluid. By this reason, there is the deterioration of the roughness of machined
microgroove. Two reasons are considered as this phenomenon: one is the pore and Si grains in the
workpiece which cause the micro impact to the tool, and the other one is the increase of contact
distance between the flank face of tool and workpiece, which is caused by the rotation of the tool.
However, the contact distance between the flank face of tool and workpiece is shorter than that of
conventional machining because the cutting edge moves to outside of the workpiece.
?
?
4)
5)
6)
7)
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In the cutting experiment of binderless tungsten carbide, the relationship of tool wear shows the
same trend with that of SiC. However, the hardness of these materials are almost the same, and
the cutting distance of binderless tungsten carbide is much longer than that of SiC, the tool wear
on the cutting edge becomes small substantially. It can presume that there is the large influence to
the tool wear by the pore in the workpiece.
By the experiment of the relationship between the speed ratio and tool wear, it is confirmed that
there is an appropriate speed ratio which has the ability to suppress the tool wear to minimum.
As summarized above, the effect of cutting point swivel machining is investigated, and the
relationship among the speed ratio, cutting forces and tool wear are made clear. However, there are
still several problems which need to be solved.
In the machining of hard brittle material, the critical depth of cut is very important. To realize
high efficiency machining, the critical depth of cut is expected to be enlarged. It is known that the
use of cutting point swivel machining has the ability to reduce the actual cutting width, and the
depth of chip can become thinner than conventional machining. So it is interesting to investigate
the relationship between the critical depth of cut and the speed ratio.
In this chapter, because of the limit of the machining center, the maximum speed ratio is set to be
0.5. So the cutting force may become smaller when the speed ratio becomes larger. In the
investigation of the rotary machining, it is reported that the cutting force can convergence when
the speed ratio is larger than 4. So it is necessary to enlarge the speed ratio, and to research the
relationship between the speed ratio and cutting forces.
Although the trend of estimated cutting forces are the same as that of measured cutting force.
There is a large difference between them. So it is necessary to get another method which can
calculate the cutting forces correctly.
From the experiment of the speed ratio and tool wear, it is known that tool wear can be reduced
by increasing the speed ratio. However, when the speed ratio is more than a certain value, the tool
wear becomes severe because of the increase of contact distance. To realize the tool wear to the
minimum, it is necessary to research the best speed ratio.
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Chapter 4
APPLiCATION OF CUTTING POINT SWiVEL MACHINING
4.1 Introduction
As introduced in the Chapter l, ball end milling is mostly used in the machining of complex shape.
There are several advantages of the ball end milling:
o It is easy to machine complex shape by controlling tool path and tool posture.
o Cutting forces are smaller than that of sharp machining.
o The tool can be fed with high feed rate by revolving at high speed, so the cutting efficiency is
higher than that of sharp machining.
a In the machining of metal materials, it is reported that tool wear can be suppressed by the effect
of intermittent cutting.
By this ball end milling, complex shape can be machined easily and efficiently. However, to compare
with the sharp machining, there is a problem that there is the error of shape accuracy because of the
use of rotational tool. In the micromachining, the radius of tool is small, so it is necessary to rotate the
tool over 10,000 rpm. At this time, the vibration of tool occurs. The vibration of the tool is about
several micrometers. However, it is too large to compare with the radius of the tool so there is the
occurence of the shape error. And because of the vibration, the machining becomes unsteadiness to
cause the deterioration of machined surface. In addition, there is a point, which is called dead point,
that the rotation speed on this point is zero. The surface becomes worse in the machining with dead
point. To avoid the machining with dead point, the inclined axis cutting process is proposed tt"l. And
to realize high precision machining, the compensation machining is proposed after the first machining
lr34l'[r35]. However, it is difficult to get the actual shape of the tool, and there is still shape error in the
machining. To realize high precision machining, the sharp cutting is used in the machining of curved
surface. It is reported that both the shape accuracy and roughness which cannot be obtained in the ball
end milling can be obtained by sharping machining. However, there is a large problem that the
machining time of sharp machining is much longer than that of the ball end milling.
The cutting point swivel machining, which use the sharp machining is proposed in the Chapter 2, and
the mechanism of the cutting point swivel machining is investigated in Chapter 3. Then, in this chapter,
the cutting point swivel machining is applied to the machining of complex shape. In Section 4.2, the
cutting point swivel machining is applied to the machining of curved microgroove. And then, in
Section 4.3,the ball end milling is used to the machining of hard material. The tool wear and the shape
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accuracy are investigated in this section. In Section 4.4,the cutting point swivel machining is applied
to the machining of the curved surface.
4.2 Cuw ed microgrooving
4.2.1 Application to curved microgrooving
The cutting point swivel machining is applied to the curved microgrooving. At first, as shown in Fig.
4-1, the curved microgroove is divided into small segments, and the coordinate values of each
machining point are calculated.
Then, the coordinate value of B axis, which is the rotating degree of the workpiece set on the ZX
plane, is calculated. The linear interpolation is used in the machining of the curved microgroove to
approximate the curve. As shown in Fig. 2-l5,the tool is fed by moving Z axis. So it is necessary to
Fig. 4-1 Division ofthemiorogloove
(a) Before B axis rotation O)AfterB a:risrotdion
Rotation of B axis rotation
Vector from point n
to point n+l
of B aris
Fig.*2
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rotate B axis to angle 0, which is between the vector from point n to point n+l and negative direction
of Z axis, to make sure that the vector is in the opposite direction withZ axis, as shown inFig.4-2.
Here, the coordinate of point n is (X,, Z,), and that of point n+l is (Xn*t, Z,*t\, so the degree dbetween
the vector and the negative direction of Z axis can be shown in Eq. (a- I ).
0〓tan~1続
Then, as shown in Fig. 4-3, if B axis is rotated to cl degree, there is a displacement of machining
point, and the coordinate of machining point changes into (X,', Z,').To compensate this displacement,
it is necessary to make the coordinate transformation, as shown inEq. (a-\.
(4…1)
眈|:身∬:∬軍角:::“ (4-2)
At last, the coordinate value of C axis, that is, the posture of the tool is calculated. The range of C
axis rotation is C, deg, the distance between the machining point and the microgroove starting point is
(a) Before B aris rotation (b) After B aris rotation
Fig. 4-3 Displacement of machining point
Tool posture
deg
Fig. 4-4 Relationship behr,een tool posture and distance from starting pohrt
Target shape
Length from starting point
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L mm, the relationship between tool posture and the distance L can be shown in Fig. 4-4. And the
moving length / of tool in one cycle can be shown in Eq. (4-3). Here, ru is the speed ratio, and R is the
radius of tool tip. Tool posture changes 4C, degrees in one cycle. As a result, the posture of the tool C
can be calculated by Eq. (a-a).
l=πRら/45し
C=ら一
10・
5-(撮号―Jηι(1鶏÷))|×4ら
4.2.2 Setting between tool center point and the ccntcr ofB axis
(4-3)
(4-4)
As shown in Fig. 4-3, there is a displacement when B axis is rotated. So it is important to get the
coordinates of X and Z axis. Usually, the origins of these axes are set the same as the center of B axis.
The try cutting is conducted to set the origins of X and Z axis. As shown in Fig. 4-5(a), microgrooves
in X and Z direction are machined on the workpiece with an arbitrary coordinate (Xo, Z). Then, the B
table is rotated to 180 deg, and the same microgrooves are machined on the workpiece, as shown in
Fig. a-5@). Next, the distances between these microgrooves in X direction, Ax, and that in Z direction,
Az, are measured by a microscope. At last, because Z axis controls the moving of the tool, and X axis
(d)
Fig.4-5 Settin3 0fぬe o gills ofX alld Z axes
?
?
?
?
?
?
―
?
?
?
?
?
?
‥
?
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controls the moving of workpiece. To consider the relative motion between tool and workpiece,
origin of X and Z axis, (Xo, Zo), is set as shown in Eq. (a-5). By the repetition of this setting,
origins of X and Z axis can be set the same as the center of B axis.
+ Ax/2
- 
Az/2 (4-5)
As shown in Fig. 4-6, Lz can be measured by the edge of microgroove machined by rake face.
However, because the tool used in the machining is an R-shape tool, so it is difficult to get the center
of the machined microgrooves in X direction. At this time, the width of the machined microgrooves,
wo and w6, afid the distance between two edges of the microgroove d,, are measured by the microscope.
Then, the distance in X direction Ax can be shown in Eq. (4-6).
Ax= ds-wo/2*w6/2
4.2.3 Y eifrcation experiment
(4-6)
There is a verification experiment of the curved microgrooving by using cutting point swivel
machining. The target shape is a curved microgroove of 5 mm in length and 4 pm in depth, which is
combined by two arcs with the radius of 3 mm. The depth of cut is set to be 50 nm, and the
microgroove is machined by 80 times. The workpiece is binderless tungsten carbide, and the cutting
conditions are shown in Table 4-l (Experiment A). To consider the length of microgroove, and using
all part of cutting edge in the machining, the speed ratio is set to be 0.018, the machining distance is
400 mm, and the machining time is 6.5 hours.
The rake face of tool before and after machining is shown in Fig.4-7. Figure a-7@) shows the tool
before machining and (b) shows the tool after machining. As shown in these figures, there is no
damage like chippings on the rake face of the tool after machining. The width of chamfer before and
Fig. 4-6 Calcultion the oenter of microgtoove
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
〓
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after machining is about 3.6 pm, so there is scarcely any tool wear on the cutting edge.
The machined microgroove is shown in Fig. 4-8. Figure a-8(a) shows the whole view, and (b) shows
the enlarged parts of 0, 1.25,2.5,3.75 and 5 mm far from the starting point of the microgroove,
respectively. Then, Fig. a-8 (c) shows the cross-section of each part of microgroove, respectively. As
shown in these figures, because of the inclination of workpiece, the machined microgroove becomes
shallow in the machining, and there is about 800 nm difference in depth between the start and end
point of the microgroove. Then, several black points can be observed on the surface of microgroove.
There is no broken part on the edge of microgroove, so it is confirmed that there is no brittle fracture
in the machining. These black points can be presumed as the grain drops in the machining. It can be
known that the microgroove with good shape can be obtained by using cutting point swivel machining.
Then, the microgroove which is measured by surface roughness measuring instrument is shown in
Fig.4-9. The dashed line shows the target shape. Although there is the occurrence of the waviness in
the measuring, it can be known that the microgroove is machined the same as the target shape. From
the above, it is confirmed that the microgroove with good shape accuracy can be machined by using
cutting point swivel machining.
(a) Before machining (b) After nachining
Fig. L7 Rake face of tool before and after machining
Table 4-1 Cutting conditions
Experiment B
Workpiece Binderless tungsten cebide J05
Interpoldion 3.125 pm
0.028
Rotation speed of tool 48 deg/min
Range of C ods rotation -12.5 to 12.5 deg
Total depth
Depth of cut 50 nm
Feed rate 3 mm/min
rv
Cutting fluid
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(a) Whole vierv
(l) 0 mm (2)1.25 mm   (3)2.5mm
o)Enlarged宙cw
4 3.7  m(5) 5 mm
(l) 0 mm (2) 1.25 mm (3) 2.5 mm (4) 3.75 mm (5) 5 mm
Y ltm ‐1.4    ‐21    ‐2.8    ‐3.5    ‐4.2    -4.9
(c) Cross-section of microgroove
Fig. 4{ Machined curved microgroove
zpm
Fig.4-9 Measuredresult
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4.2.4 Microgrooving with arbitrary curvature
When the radius of the curved microgroove becomes small, both the volume and the direction of the
velocities between the inside and outside part of microgroove become different. As shown in Fig. 4-10,
the velocity of the outside part is different from that of the inside part. So the machining of outside is
like down cutting, and that of the inside is like up cutting. In addition, the values of velocities are
different so there is the threat of the occurrence of variation in the machined surface. Then, an
experiment is conducted to investigate the influence which is caused by the curvature of microgrooves.
The curvature of the microgroove is setto be 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,2.0,3.0,4.0,5.0,6.0,8.0, 10.0, 12.0 and
15.0 mm, and 12 microgrooves are machined in this experiment. The length of each microgroove is
3.125 mm, and the depth is 5 pm. The cutting conditions are shown in Table 4-l (Experiment B). The
Tool rotation
Velocity of inside
Feed direction
Velocity of outside
Rotation of B axis
Fig.4-10 Machining of curved microgroove
Table 4-2 Ralationship betrreen fte curvature md velocity
Curvaturre of microgroove Velocity of inside part Velocity of oubide part
0.5 mm 2.814 mm/min 3.189 mn/min
1.0 mm 2.907 mm/min3.095 mm/min
1.5 rnm 2.939 mm/min3.064 mm/min
2.0 mm 2.954 mm/min 3.048 mm/min
3.0 mm 2.970mmlmn 3.032 mm/min
4.0mm 2.978 mn/min 3.025 1nm/min
5.0 mm 2.982 mm/min3.020 mm/min
6.0mm 2.986 mn/min 3.017 mm/min
8.0mm 2.989 mm/min 3.013 mm/min
10.O Imll 2.992mm/mn 3.01l mm/min
12.O lllm 2.993 nm/min 3.009 mm/min
15.O mnl 2.995 mm/min 3.007 mm/min
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total machining time is 54.5 hours and total machining distance is 3,750 mm. The velocities of the
inside and outside part of microgroove with each curvature of microgroove are summarized in Table
4-2. When the feed rate is set to be 3.0 mm/min, the velocity of the inside and outside part with the
curvature of 0.5 mm is 2.8 and 3.2 mm/miq respectively. To compare with this, when the curvature of
microgroove is l5 mm, the velocities of both the inside and outside parts are almost 3.0 mm/min.
Then, to omit the influence of the tool wear, two patterns of machining are conducted. Pattern I is
machined from the microgrooves with small radius to that with large radius, and pattern 2 is inverted
to the pattern l. The tool is rotated 2 times in one microgrooving. At the anterior half of microgrooves,
C table is rotated to plus direction while B axis being rotated to minus direction, and at the posterior
(a-l) Before machining (Patrcrn l) (a-2) After mrhining (Pattem l)
(b-l) Before machining (Pattetn 2) (b-2) Aftermschining (Pmem 2)
Fig 4-11 Tool usedinthe machining
(a) Pattern I
FigSl2 Flank face
(b) Panein 2
of the tool after machining
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hall both B axis and C table are rotated to minus direction.
Figure 4-11 shows the tool used in the machining. (a) shows the tool before and after machining used
in the machining of pattern l, and (b) shows the tool used in the pattern 2. From the width of chamfer,
it is conformed that the tool wear on the cutting edge is almost zero. Then, the flank face of the tool is
shown in Fig. 4-l2.There is scarcely any tool wear on the flank face.
Because there is almost no tool wear on both cutting edge and flank face, it can presume that the
microgrooves machined by two patterns show the same accuracy. Then, the SEM photos of machined
microgrooves in pattern I are shown in Fig. 4-13. (a) shows the microgroove with curvature of 0.5 mm,
and (b) shows the microgroove with curvature of 15 mm. Then, (l) shows the anterior half of the
microgroove, and (2) shows the posterior half of the microgroove. As shown in these figures, grain
drops can be observed on the surface of microgroove, but the edge of microgroove shows good shape
accuracy. Although the volume and direction of the velocity of the microgrooving with the curvature
of0.5 is different, both the inside and outside parts show sharp edge, and good shape accuracy can be
obtained on both sides. As shown in these figures, the microgroove with arbitrary curvature can be
obtained by using cutting point swivel machining.
(a-l ) R0.5 mm-Anterior hal{' (a-2) R0.5 mm-Posterior half
20 pm
(b-l) R15 mm-Anteriorhalf O-2) Rl5 mm-Posteriorhalf
Fig. 4-13 Machined microgrooves
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4.3 Machining of hard material with ball end mill
4.3.1 Ball end milling of hard material
The machining of hard brittle material is introduced in Chapter 2. It is necessary to machine the hard
material under the critical depth of cut. In the machining with ball end mill, the actual depth of cut is
changed along the cutting edge. The machining with ball end mill is shown in Fig. 4-14, the radius of
cutting tool is R, the feed per revolution is f, the depth of cut is d, andthe critical depth of cut is d,. As
shown in this figure, the maximum depth of cut is ft", which can be shown in Eq. (4-7). So when &" is
shorter than the critical depth of cut, the ductile mode machining can be realized by using ball end
mill.
(4‐7)
However, as shown in Fig. 4-14, because the arc part between point T and R can be removed in the
machining, so if there is brittle fracture on this part, it can be removed in the machining, and good
surface can be obtained if there is no brittle fracture on the part of TQ. At this time, the actual depth of
cut becomes h.By this way, with the same tool rotation speed, the feed rate of tool can be set faster,
and the efficiency of cutting can be raised. The actual depth of cuthcan be calculated as follows. At
first, point O is considered as the origin of the relative coordinate system. At this time, the inclination
of line OT is d, which is shown in Eq. (4-8). Then, the equation of circle I can be shown in Eq. (4-9),
and that of circle 2 can be shown in Eq. (4- I 0). Nest, the coordinate of point P (Y", Zp) and point T
(Yr,Zi can be calculated by using these equations. At last, the length of segment PT can be calculated
by the coordinate of point P and T.
Tool center point
Feed direction
+
I \\
Fig.,l-14 Ball end rnilling
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0= sin-Lf /zR
(x+02 *y2 =R2
x2 +y2 = P2
(4‐8)
(4…9)
(4-10)
Then, an experiment is conducted to investigate the tool wear in the machining of hard material by
ball end mill. The cutting conditions are shown in Table 4-3, two experiments are conducted. One is
the experiment with high cutting speed and low feed rate, and the other one is the experiment with low
cutting speed and high feed rate. The cutting speed v, can be shown in Eq. (4-l l). Here, R is the radius
of tool, and v, is the rotation speed of tool
't2c 
= 2RTtvr/L000 (4-11)
When the cutting speed is high, it is known that the cutting force can be reduced so that the tool wear
can be reduced at the same time. However, the heat in the cutting becomes large and there is the threat
of the increase in cutting temperature which causes the severe tool wear. As shown in Eq. (4-11), the
cutting speed depends on the rotation speed and the radius of tool, and it can be adjusted by the
rotation speed of tool. In the experiment with high cutting speed and low feed rate, the rotation speed
is set to be 30,000 rpm and the feed rate is set to be 2.0 mm/min. At this time, the cutting speed is
l8.85mm/min, the feed per revolution is 67 nm, and the actual cutting depth h is 0.42 nm. To compare
with this, in the experiment with low cutting speed and high feed rate, the rotation speed of tool is set
to be 20,000 .pm, and the feed rate is set to be 40 mm/min. The cutting speed is 12.57 mm/min, the
feed per revolution is 2 pm, and the actual cutting depth h is 39.46 nm. The machining shape is
microgroove with length of 12.5 mm, and depth of 5 pm, which is the same as the experiment in
Table 4-3 Cutting conditions
Ball clld muling Cutting point
srvivel machiningLorv feed rate Higll feed rtte
Workpiece SiC
Rotation speed 30,000 rprn 20,000 rpm
Cutting speed 18.850 mm/min12.566 mm/mill
Depth of cut 500 nm 80 nm
Total depth
rv
5岬
0.028
Feed rate in Z direction2 mm/min 40 mm/minlmm/min
Cuttulg■uid Oil mist
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cutting point swivel machining.
The rake face of cutting tool after machining is shown in Fig.4-15. (a) shows the tool used in the
experiment with low feed rate and (b) shows the tool used in the experiment with high feed rate. As
shown in these figures, severe tool wear can be observed on the cutting edge. When the feed rate is 2.0
mm./min, there is about 9 pm tool wear on the cutting edge, and it is reduced by increasing the feed
rate. When the rotation speed is increased, and the feed rate is reduced, the removed volume of
workpiece per revolution becomes small, and the cutting force can be reduced. So it is expected to
suppress tool wear. However, the tool wear becomes worse conversely in the cutting experiment. Then,
Fig. 4-16 shows the flank face of the tool used in the machining with high feed rate. There is about 5
pm wear on the flank face. To compare with these ball end mills, the tool used in the cutting point
swivel machining is shown in Fig. 4-17, the speed ratio r, is 0.028, and the machining shape is the
same. Several microchippings can be observed on the cutting edge of the non-rotational tool. However,
there is scarcely any tool wear on the cutting edge. It is confirmed that there is no chipping on the
cutting edge by using the ball end mill. However, the tool wear on the cutting edge becomes much
(a) Low feed rate
Fig.1-15
(b) High feed rate
Rake face of tool after machining
Fig. 4-16 Flank face of tool with high feed rate
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larger than that of non-rotational tool.
Then, the surfaces of machined microgrooves are shown in Fig. 4-18. Figure 4-18 (a) shows
microgrooves machined with low feed rate, (b) shows microgrooves machined with high feed rate and
(c) shows microgrooves machined by cutting point swivel machining, respectively. As shown in these
figures, the cutting mark can be observed on the microgroove, so it can be known that the
microgrooves are machined in ductile mode. The microgrooves machined by ball end mill with low
feed rate shows the best surface. It is considered as, in the machining of SiC, by the drop of Si grains
and SiC grains, there is the occurrence of grain drops on the surface. In the machining with low feed
rate, the feed per revolution is small, and the cutting force is less than the combining forces between
the grains. So the occuffence of grain drops on the surface becomes less. However, as shown in these
figures, there is large deterioration on the shape accuracy of the microgroove.In the first microgroove,
there is the shape effor on the cross section of the microgroove, and it becomes worse and worse.
There is even no microgroove at the end of machining. To compare with this, the microgroove
machined with high feed rate shows better shape accuracy. The first microgroove shows circle cross
section, and there is the shape error on the l5th microgroove. However, the depths of machined
microgrooves are the same. Then, the microgroove machined by cutting point swivel machining shows
the best shape accuracy. Although there is the setting error to cause the depth of microgroove deeper
than target shape, the shape of both l" and l5th microgroove shows good shape accuracy. The reason is
considered as severe tool wear occurs in the machining and it is transferred into the surface to cause
the deterioration of the shape accuracy. As a result, although the microgroove machined by ball end
milling with low feed rate shows good surface, there is large error in the shape accuracy.
(a)Iしdke face
Fig.4‐17 Tool ater machining by
(b)Πtt face
cutt ng point swivel machining
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(l) SEM photo of lst microgroove
(l) SEM photo of lst microgroore
(3) SEM photo of l5th microgroove
(2) Measured result of I sl microgroor e
5th microgroove (4) Measured result of l5th microgroove
(a) Microgrooves machined by end milling u'ith lorv feed rate
6 r-'1
;i o
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(2) Measured result of lst microgroove
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(4) Measured result of l5th microgroove
(b) Microgrooves machined by'ball end mill with high feed rate
Fig.4-18 Machined nicrogrooves
(3) SEM photo of l5t icrogroove
,.::;7E;:tilSs':,'-
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-2.0
-4.0
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(l) SEM photo of lst microgroove (2) Measured result of lst microgroove
2.0
0.0
-2.0
4.0
-6.0
(3) SEM photo of l5th microgroove (4) Measured result of l5th microgroove
(c) Microgrooves machined by cutting point swivel machining
Fig. 4-18 Machined microgrooves
4.3.2 Discussion
Then, the reason that the tool wear becomes worse is considered. In the machining by ball end mill,
the cutting force in the machining is smaller than that of the machining by non-rotational tool. In
addition, the tool wear can be suppressed by the effect of intermittent cutting. However, in the
machining experiment, the tool wear becomes worse in the machining with ball end mill. There is
scarcely any chipping on the cutting edge but the tool wear is more severe. The reason can be
considered as, the cutting force in ball end milling is smaller than the depth of cut in sharp machining,
because the feed rate per revolution is much smaller than that of sharp machining, so the number of
pores which are removed by the tool becomes less, and the impact which is subject to the tool
becomes less at the same time. So the chippings on the cutting edge can be suppressed effectively.
However, as introduced in Chapter l, the tool wear in the machining of hard material is almost the
flank wear, which is caused by the friction between the flank face and workpiece. As shown in Fig.
4-19, in the ball end milling, because the tool is feed while being rotated, the contact distance between
the flank face of tool and workpiece becomes much longer. Feed per revolution is / the depth of
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microgroove is D, the depth of cut is 4 the number of microgroove is n, and the length of microgroove
is /, so the maximum contact distance between tool and workpiece can be shown in Eq. (4-12). To
compare with the contact distance of cutting point swivel machining,5,812 mm, the distance in the
ball end milling with high feed rate is 10,316 mm which is 1.8 times to that of the sharp machining,
and that with low feed rate is 271,923 mm which is about 47 times to the sharp machining. This is the
main reason that the tool wear become more severe.
(4-12)
Then, the machining time of one microgroove is 3 minutes (ball end milling with high feed rate), 60
minutes (ball end milling with low feed rate) and 15 hours (cutting point swivel machining)
respectively. To compare with the cutting point swivel machining, the machining times of ball end
milling can be reduced substantially. However, the tool wear becomes severe and the shape accuracy
becomes worse at the same time.
4.4 Cuwed surface machining
4.4.1 Application to curved surface machining
In the experiment of Section 4.3, it is confirmed that to compare with ball end milling, the cutting
point swivel machining has the ability to suppress tool wear, and to keep the high precision machining
for longer time. Then, the cutting point swivel machining is applied to the machining of curved surface.
The setting of tool and workpiece is shown in Fig. 2-15, the tool is fed in Z direction, and X direction
is the pick feed direction. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 4-20. There are two parts of calculation. One
Fig. 4-19 Calculaion of the contact distance betrryeen fte flank faoe and workpiece
L= (cos~・イR2_r2. cos_1三二三)X鰐
Tool?
?
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is the pick feed in X direction, and the other is the tool posture. The machining is presumed as the
finish machining of the hard material, so the depth of cut is always set smaller than the critical depth
of cut.
At first, the pick feed in X direction is calculated. When n+lth path is machined in X direction, the
cross-section in XY plane of rth cutting point in Z direction is shown in Fig. 4-21. The dashed line
shows the part which need to be removed in n+lth path machining. Here, the pick feed in X direction
is pJ, the cutting depth of nth path is h,, and that of n+ I th path is hn* 1, and the angle between segment
PQ and X axis is 4 the critical depth of cut is cd, and the radius of tool is R. At first, the length of
segment OQ is set to be the same as the critical depth of cut. Here, the length of segment OQ / is
shown in Eq. (4-13). By this equation, the pick feed in Xdirectionpf, can be calculated as Eq. (4-I4).
| 
-- 
pfi 
- Jlr4{: hJ +
ρfi=Cd+VR2_(R_んm)2_vR2_(R_た.+■)2
Then, the angle 0 is calculated as shown in Eq. (4-15) and Eq. (4-16). Bythe calculated 0andother
parameter, the length of segment OT Ll can be calculated by Eq. (4-17) and Eq. (4-18).
0 = tan-1
,,lzr-4bd-c (4-ls)
zo JF: @:iJ + 2bp f i+2 ab +2 (hn- hnq 1) (c -,'/Az - 4b d)
Here,
(4-r6)
Fig.4-20 Algorithm for applf ing to surface machining
(4-13)
(4-t4)
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?
R2-(R-hn*r)z
Calculate pfi.of Z direction
Calculate a11 0T ofZ direction
OT-** < Critical depth of cut ?
Calculate the minimum 0
Range of tool rotation: -Q-0 
- 
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{θ
=         ~ρri
島〓 ― (4…17)
Here,
(4-18)
Then, the length Z; is compared to the critical depth of cut. If the length Z; is larger than the critical
depth of cut, the pick feed pfi is reduced until the length Ii is smaller than the critical depth of cut. At
last, the length Li of all cutting points in Z direction is calculated, and the pick feed pf is reduced to
make sure that the length Li of all cutting points are smaller than the critical depth of cut.
Then, the posture of the tool is calculated. As shown in Fig. 4-21, when the n+lth path is machined,
because the left part of workpiece has been removed in the nth path machining, there is no tool
interference which is the machining with the part that is not like circle of the tool in the left side. To
use the broad part of the tool, the tool rotation angle is set to be (-Cr-? - Cr). Here, Cr is the original
tool rotatable angle. And the tool posture can be calculated in Eq. (4-19).
C=Cr―
10.5-―(死爾#1175-ι
723(死顧#I場75))IX(4Cr■θ)―:
4.4.2 Plane rnachining
An experiment is conducted to investigate the surface which is machined by cutting point swivel
machining. The target shape is a plane with length of 0.8 mm, width of 0.6 mm, and depth of 16 pm.
The cutting conditions are shown in Table 4-4 (Experiment A). The speed ratio is set to be 0.05, and
the depth of cut is set to be 50 nm. The calculated pick feed in X direction is 50 nm. To compare with
Fig4-21 Calculation of piok feed
(4-19)
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the time which costs in the rnachining of one path, the number of path is too large. So the long side is
set to be feed direction and the short side is set to be pick feed direction, to reduce the machining time.
The machining tirne is 78.8 hours, and the machining distance is 9,856 mm.
Machined result is shown in Fig. 4-22. Figure a-22 (a) shows the measured result, (b) shows the SEM
photo of the machined plane and (c) shows the cross-section in the feed direction and pick feed
Table.{-{ Cutting conditions
Experiment E
Workpiece Binderless Tungsten carbide J05
Interpolation 0.05 pm
Speed ratio r" 0.05
Depth of cut 50 nm
Fccd ratc 3mm/min
Cutting fluid Oil mist
(b) SEM photo
(c-2) Cross setion of pick feed direction
Fig.l-22 Machincdplane
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
(a) Whole vierv
20 pm
(c-l) Cross setion of feed direction
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direction, respectively. From the measured result, 5 cross-sections are selected in both feed direction
and pick feed direction to calculate the roughness of the surface. Roughness Ra and Rz in feed
direction and pick feed direction are summarized in Table 4-5. In the feed direction, the roughness Ra
of all cross-sections are l0 nm, and roughness Rz is from 0.05 to 0.07 pm. The average of the
roughness Rz in this direction is 0.060 pm. Then, the roughness Rz in the pick feed direction is from
0.07 to 0.08 pm, and the average is 0.074 pm. As a result, good surface roughness can be obtained in
both feed direction and pick feed direction.
4.4.3 Curved surface machining
Then, a curved surface is machined by using cutting point swivel machining. The target shape is
shown in Fig. 4-23, which is combined with concave surface and convex surface in Z direction. The
cross-section in X direction is a curve, and the elevation difference from two sides is l0 pm. the
cutting conditions are shown in Table 4-4 (Experiment B). The machining time is 69.5 hours. Then,
there is a curved microgrooving on the machined curved surface. This curved microgroove is
Table 4-5 Measured roughness
Fig.4-23 Target shape
?
ュ
?
﹇
．?
?
Measured roughness lrm Average pm
Feed
direction
R3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.010.01 0.010
Rz 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.060
Pick feed
dirwtion
Re 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.010.01 0.010
Rz 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.074
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combined by two arcs with the radius of 0.4 mm, and the length of the microgroove is 0.4 mm. the
cutting condition of curved microgrooving are shown in Table 4-4 (Experiment C). The machining
time of microgrooving is 2.3 hours. The machining distance of curved surface is 6,312 mm, and that of
the curved microgroove is 40 mm.
The measured result is shown in Fig. 4-24.Figure a-2a @) shows the whole view, and (b) shows the
cross-section of pick feed direction with two different X coordinate. From these result, it is confirmed
that the curved surface and curved microgroove are machined the same as target shape.
-20
4w
zpm
(a) Whole view
?
?
ュ
?
6θ0
?
ュ
?
0
l0
20
30
100 200 300 400 500
Zltm
(b) Cross-section ofpick feed direction
Fig.1-24 Measuredresult
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The SEM photos of machined surface are showrt in Fig. 4-25. (a)
the convex part and (c) shows the microgroove. As shown in (a)
surface is obtained in the rlachining. Horvever, there is a large
shows the concave part, (b) shows
and (b), it is confirmed that good
number of the grain drops in the
(a) Concave curv'ed surface (b) Convex cun'ed surface
(c) Curved microgroove
Fig.-l-25 SEM photo of machincd cun'ed surface and microgroove
Tool ccnter point Pick fecd direction
―
Fig.l-26 Remove of the part u'ith grain drop
Path n        Path n+1
Part rlhere grain
drops occur
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microgrooving. The depth of cut in the curved surface machining and microgrooving is set to be the
same. However, there are a lot of grain drops on the surface of microgroove. The reason is considered
as, in the machining of curved surface, the maximum depth of cut is set to be 50 nm, so there are
several parts with grain drops. However, as shown in Fig. 4-26, these parts are removed by the next
path of machining. The actual depth of cut, h, is smaller than the setting value. In the machining of
these parts, the cutting force is smaller than the combining forces of tungsten carbide grains, so there
is no grain drop on the machined surface. However, in the machining of microgroove, the cutting force
is larger than the combining forces of tungsten carbide grains, so the grain drops in the machining.
The same tool is used in the plane machining, curved surface machining and microgrooving. The
rake face before and after machining is shown in Fig. 4-27.Total machining distance is 16,208 mm. As
shown in this figure, the width of chamfer before and after machining are both 3.6 pm, there is
scarcely any tool wear on the cutting edge. Then, the flank face before and after machining is shown in
Fig. 4-28. There is no tool wear or chipping on the flank face. From these results, it can be confirmed
that the curved surface which is the same as target shape and with good surface roughness can be
machined with tool wear suppression by using cutting point swivel machining.
(a) Before machining (b) After machining
Fig.4-27 Rake face of tool used in the machining
(a) Before machining (b) After machining
Fig.4-28 Flank face of tool used in the machining
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4.5 Summary
This chapter aims at applying the cutting point swivel machining to the curved microgrooving and
the machining of the curved surface. As the result of the experiment on binderless tungsten carbide,
the conclusion can be summarized as follows.
The cutting point swivel machining is applied to the machining of the curved microgroove. By
the verification experiment of the S shape microgroove, it is confirmed that the curved
microgroove can be machined with good shape accuracy.
It is known that in the machining of the curved microgroove, the direction and volume of the
relative velocity between the tool and workpiece on the inside and outside of microgroove are
different. In the experiment of the microgrooving with arbitrary curvature, it is confirmed that by
using the cutting point swivel machining, microgroove with arbitrary curvature can be machined
with good accuracy.
The ball end mill is mostly used in the machining of curved surface. However, in the machining
of hard material, the contact distance between the flank face and workpiece becomes too long
because of the rotation of the tool. By this reason, the tool wear is more severe than that of the
cutting point swivel machining. In the machining with low feed rate, the grain drop on the surface
can be reduced. However, the tool is worn and the deterioration of the shape accuracy becomes
rapidly.
In the machining of hard material by ball milling, the machining time is so short that good
machining efficiency can be obtained. However, the tool is worn rapidly, and the worn tool shape
is transferred into the surface to cause the deterioration of shape accuracy. To compare with this,
although the efficiency of cutting point swivel machining is bad, the tool wear is much less than
that of ball end milling and good shape accuracy can be obtained for longer time.
The cutting point swivel machining is applied to the machining of curved surface. in the
machining of the plane, it is confirmed that good roughness can be obtained in both feed direction
and pick feed direction. Then, in the verification experiment, a free-form surface is machined the
same as the target shape with no tool wear on both rake face and flank face of cutting edge.
As summarized above, the cutting point swivel machining is applied to the curved microgrooving
and machining of curved surface with tool wear suppression. However, there are still several problems
need to be solved.
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In the machining of curved surface by the cutting point swivel machining, it is presumed as the
finish machining of hard material, so the depth of cut is set smaller than the critical depth of cut.
As shown in Fig. 4-26, if the actual depth of cut ft is set the same as critical depth of cut, the
machining efficiency can be increased.
In the experiment of Section 4.3, it is known that the machining efficiency of ball milling is good,
and the machined surface of cutting point swivel machining is well. So it is need a composition
machining method, that the rough machining is ball end milling and finish machining is cutting
point swivel machining. By this way, both machining efficiency and accuracy can be obtained.
- 92'
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY
5.1 Achieved results in this study
The cutting operation, which has lots of advantages and is the most fundamental machining method,
acts an important part in the manufacturing. Then, as an important element, the cutting tool, which is
pushed into the workpiece, has a potent influence on the accuracy of machined shape and surface.
Among them, the tool life is always focused because it is combined with the productivity and
manufacturing cost directly. In recent years in particular, it is requested to cutting the hard material
with high precision and miniaturization because of the improvement of optical equipments. In the
machining of hard material, the most important proposition is how to make the tool life as long as
possible, to keep the high precision machining for long time.
There are large numbers of investigations to increase the tool life. Almost of them are focused on the
material of tool, tool shape, surface treatment, cutting conditions and so on. By the combination of
these elements, the tool wear in the machining can be suppressed. However, the number of
investigations about the machining method is so small, and some of the machining method needs
special machine like the vibration machine tool. Under this background, this study focused on the
machining method to suppress tool wear and to increase tool life in the machining of hard material.
This study aims to create a new machining method which has the ability to suppress tool wear and to
realize high precision machining at the same time. By using S-axes machining center, a machining
method called cutting point swivel machining is proposed, and its effect is verified by the cutting
experiment. By applying the cutting point swivel machining to complex shape, it is expected to create
a new machining method in the machining of hard material.
Then, the results of this study are summarized as follows.
In Chapter 2, the mechanism of brittle fracture and the effect of the tool with negative rake angle in
the machining of hard material are summarized. By using these past investigations, the rake angle,
which is an important part in the machining of hard material, is decided. Then, from Section2.3,the
cutting point swivel machining is proposed. By the verification experiment, the result can be
summarized as follows.
1) By using the tool with special chamfer, the cutting point swivel machining, that the tool is
swiveled in the plane perpendicular to the tool feed direction, is proposed. To compare with other
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machining method, the cutting point swivel machining can be realized easily by using the rotation
axis, and it is expected to suppress and average the tool wear.
In the cutting point swivel machining, there is a problem of the setting error between the tool
center point and the center ofC axis. Then, a try cutting is proposed to calculate the coordinate of
tool center point. By using this calculated coordinate, the setting error can be compensated by
modiffing the NC data, which controls the tool path and tool posture. By the result of the
verification experiment, it is confirmed that the proposed method has the ability to compensate
the setting error and to realize ultraprecision machining.
By the verification experiment of SiC, it is confirmed that to compare with the conventional
machining, the cutting point swivel machining can extend tool life to more than two times. In
addition, good roughness and shape accuracy can be obtained by using cutting point swivel
machining, because of the suppression of tool wear, and the machining with high precision can be
continued for long time.
In Chapter 3, it aims at investigating the mechanism of the cutting point swivel machining, and
making clear the relationship among the speed ratio, cutting forces and tool wear. As the result of the
experiment of cutting forces with different speed ratio and the experiment of tool wear on SiC and
tungsten carbide, by using cutting point swivel machining which is proposed in Chapter 2, the results
can be summarized as follows.
I ) The cutting marks can be observed on the surface of machined microgtooves. From these cutting
marks, it is known that the actual cutting direction can be changed by using cuffing point swivel
machining. The actual cutting direction is calculated and it is the same as the direction of cutting
marks. In addition, it is confirmed that good shape can be obtained even the rotation direction is
changed.
2) The tool is fed while being rotated in cutting point swivel machining. At this time, the moving
distance of cutting edge is longer than that without rotating, to remove the same volume of
workpiece. So the actual cutting width becomes small, and the cutting force in tool feed direction
can be reduced to suppress tool wear. In addition, the tool wear can be averaged by using broad
part of cutting edge, and the cutting fluid can be supplied between the tool and workpiece easier.
By these reasons, tool wear can be suppressed substantially.
3) The cutting forces are estimated by using the equation which is proposed by Kato et al. and
minimum energy theory. As a result, it is found that both the cutting force F, and thrust force F,
can be reduced by rotating the tool and they can be reduced furthermore by increasing the speed
ratio. To compare with these forces, the rotation force is so small that can be ignored.
?
，
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In the experiment of cutting forces, it is found that the cutting forces in dry cutting can be reduced
by using cutting point swivel machining, and it can be reduced furthermore by increasing the
speed ratio from 0.028 to 0.5. Then, in the wet cutting, the cutting force can be reduced by using
cutting point swivel machining. However, the reduction of cutting forces by increasing the speed
ratio is very small. The reason is considered as that the component force in Y direction of friction
force is so small that the lubrication effect of cutting fluid becomes small.
To compare with the estimated and measured cutting forces, the reduction of cutting force by
increasing the speed ratio is different. However, they show the same trend that the cutting force
can be reduced by the increase ofspeed ratio.
6) When the speed ratio is increased from 0.003 to 0.028, it is found that the tool wear can be
suppressed by increasing the speed ratio. The reason is considered as the reduction of cutting
force.
When the speed ratio is increased from 0.028 to 0.5, it is confirmed that both the size and the
number of chippings on the cutting edge is increased with no relation to the presence and absence
of the cutting fluid. By this reason, there is the deterioration of the roughness of machined
microgroove. Two reasons are considered as this phenomenon: one is the pore and Si grains in the
workpiece which cause the micro impact to the tool, and the other one is the increase of contact
distance between the flank face of tool and workpiece, which is caused by the rotation of the tool.
However, the contact distance between the flank face of tool and workpiece is shorter than that of
conventional machining because the cutting edge moves to outside of the workpiece.
In the cutting experiment of binderless tungsten carbide, the relationship of tool wear shows the
same trend with that of SiC. However, the hardness of these materials are almost the same, and
the cutting distance of binderless tungsten carbide is much longer than that of SiC, the tool wear
on the cutting edge becomes small substantially. It can presume that there is the large influence to
the tool wear by the pore in the workpiece.
By the experiment of the relationship between the speed ratio and tool wear, it is confirmed that
there is an appropriate speed ratio which has the ability to suppress the tool wear to minimum.
In Chapter 4, it aims at applying the cutting point swivel machining to the curved microgrooving
and the machining of the curved surface. As the result of the experiment on binderless Tungsten
Carbide, the conclusion can be summarized as follows.
1) The cutting point swivel machining is applied to the machining of the curved microgroove. By
the verification experiment of the S shape microgroove, it is confirmed that the curved
microgroove can be machined with good shape accuracy.
?
?
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9)
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It is known that in the machining of the curved microgroove, the direction and volume of the
relative velocity between the tool and workpiece on the inside and outside of microgroove are
different. In the experiment of the microgrooving with arbitrary curvature, it is confirmed that by
using the cutting point swivel machining, microgroove with arbitrary curvature can be machined
with good accuracy.
The ball end mill is mostly used in the machining of curved surface. However, in the machining
of hard material, the contact distance between the flank face and workpiece becomes too long
because of the rotation of the tool. By this reason, the tool wear is more severe than that of the
cutting point swivel machining. In the machining with low feed rate, the grain drop on the surface
can be reduced. However, the tool is worn and the deterioration of the shape accuracy becomes
rapidly.
In the machining of hard material by ball milling, the machining time is so short that good
machining effrciency can be obtained. Howeveq the tool is worn rapidly, and the worn tool shape
is transferred into the surface to cause the deterioration of shape accuracy. To compare with this,
although the effrciency of cutting point swivel machining is bad, the tool wear is much less than
that of ball end milling and good shape accuracy can be obtained for longer time.
The cutting point swivel machining is applied to the machining of curved surface. in the
machining of the plane, it is confirmed that good roughness can be obtained in both feed direction
and pick feed direction. Then, in the verification experiment, a free-form surface is machined the
same as the target shape with no tool wear on both rake face and flank face of cutting edge.
As summarized as above, a new machining method which is called cutting point swivel machining is
proposed in this study. Then, the cutting point swivel machining is applied to the curved
microgrooving and the machining of curved surface, it is confirmed that the machining of complex
shape with tool wear suppression can be realized. By using this technology, the machining with high
precision and complex shape, which is requested in the machining of mold, can be realized. As a result,
the machining method shows the originality and practical utility in industry.
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5.2 Future prospects
Even though this research makes some original contributions to suppress tool wear and to realize
high precision machining in the machining of hard material, there are still several problems need to be
solved.
1. Three dimensions cutting theory by using tool with negative rake angle
In Chapter 3, the cutting force is estimated by using the balance of force and the minimum energy
theory. Howeveq the estimated cutting force only shows the same trend to the measured cutting force,
and there is big difference between the values of these forces. The reason is considered that the cutting
theory by using tool with negative rake angle is different from that with plus rake angle. In the
machining, the tool with negative rake angle is used common because the stiffness of tool with
negative rake angle is larger. So it is necessary to make clear the mechanism of the machining by using
the tool with negative rake angle.
2. Verification of cutting point swivel machining by universal machining center.
In this study, the cutting point swivel machining is used only on ROBOnano, an ultraprecision
machining center. There is problem that the feed rate of ROBOnano is too slow, so the effect of cutting
point swivel machining cannot be verified completely. There is another problem that the accuracy of
ROBOnano is so high that some problems cannot be found in the experiment. So it is necessary to
verif, the cutting point swivel machining on a universal machining center. New result can be obtained
by increasing the speed ratio much higher, and there may be some new problems by using a universal
machining center.
3. Construction of the composition machining method
In Chapter 4, it is found that the efficiency of ball end milling is well. However, the tool wear
becomes severe and the shape accuracy becomes bad. To compare with this, the cutting point swivel
machining has the ability to keep high precise machining for a long time, with bad efficiency. So it is
considered to propose a new machining process that the rough machining is conducted by ball end
milling, and only finish machining is done by cutting point swivel machining. By this way, the
efficiency and the accuracy can be obtained at the same time. Although there are several problems like
the positioning of cutting tool, and the measurement of shape before finish machining. It is very
important for fabricating the mold of optical elements.
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